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INTRODUCTION 

This report by the Quantum Planning Group (QPG) to WECC and the Scenario Development Subcommittee 
(SDS) covers significant Event-Pattern-Structure (EPS) events and developments in the electric industry and 
energy markets in the First Quarter of 2019. This report focuses on: 

1. Significant Uncertainties, Major Trends, and Wild Cards 
2. Significant Key Driver Events for the 2018-2038 WECC Scenarios and their implications, 
3. Trend developments and Early Indicators (EIs) for  each Scenario, and  
4. Movement and progress indicated by the trends towards one or more of the WECC Scenarios. 

This report also includes coverage of Scenario 5: Energy, Water, and Climate Change since EPSs can be related 
to this Scenario, even though there are no specific Early Indicators for this Scenario other than a 3-degree F 
temperature rise by 2034. 

While this report details selected events scanned, reviewed, and submitted as EPS for this report in January 
through March 2019 inclusively, our analysis considers and builds on learnings from the trends reports since 
2011. We refer the reader to the previous WECC Scenarios: Early Indicator, Trends and Scenario Movement 
Analysis reports (Trends Reports) of October 2015 - Winter 2018 for additional background information found 
here. 

We have been asked to keep a focus on the implications for electric reliability in our trends analyses. To 
address this, we include summary remarks about what we see as possible implications for electric reliability 
after each of the Key Driver sections below. 

In the First Quarter of 2019, there were 162 EPS submitted to the WECC EPS system with 153 EPS with EIs 
flagged (94%), for a total of 374 EIs. 59 EPS were considered in this report, and 103 EPS were referenced in 
the Winter 2018 Trends Report. All EPS can be viewed and searched, and SDS members and WECC Staff can 
submit their EPS here. 

The links to the EPS referenced in this report are “hot” and, when clicked, will take the reader directly to the 
referenced EPS. If the reader finds a problem with a link in this report, you can contact QPG directly for help. 
This report includes the following sections: 

1. Executive Summary…………………………………………………... Page 3 
2. Significant Uncertainties, Wild Cards, and Outliers…...... Page 7 
3. Key Driver Trends…………………………………………………….. Page 9 
4. Scenarios and Early Indicators………………………………….. Page 36 
5. From the Archives – Past EPS of Note………………………… Page 42 

We think direct reporting of the source article is essential for the reader’s learning, and therefore the EPS 
items referenced may include excerpts taken directly from the referenced article text as well as Quantum 
Planning commentary. Because of the wide diversity and interests of the readership, and how the reader 
elects to read the report—printed or screen viewed—we have erred on the side of more detail rather than 
less in the excerpted text. 

 
  

https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/Pages/Scenario-Planning.aspx
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/Pages/Scenario-Planning.aspx
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This report of Key Driver Trends and Scenario Early Indicators (EIs)—the Trends Report—by the Quantum 
Planning Group (QPG) is produced for WECC and the Scenario Development Subcommittee (SDS). The report 
covers the First Quarter of 2019. EIs and Trend identification and analysis in these reports utilize reviews of 
media and industry reports by WECC members, WECC staff, and QPG consultants.   

Uncertainties, Wild Cards, and Outliers 
While there were no Significant Uncertainties noted in the past six months, there were events of significant 
impact for each of the Key Drivers chosen by the SDS for the 2038 Scenarios and Wild Cards.  

Wild Cards 
5G Adoption: The Trump Administration is using both the US State Department and the Department of 
Defense leadership to discourage other nations from using 5G networking equipment produced by Chinese 
companies and in particular Huawei Corporation. The power industry will be one of many industries 
impacted by how and where 5G technologies integrate across the economy. Implications for the power 
industry and electric reliability are likely to be associated with how 5G technology drives change in energy 
using devices, and the quicker and faster real-time operations in automated systems, allowing new energy 
management options at both distribution and transmission levels.  

FERC and Cybersecurity: US utility companies are preparing to satisfy new rules from the Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission that transfer cybersecurity standards onto third-party vendors, an area expected to 
be an enforcement priority in the coming year with regulators and defense officials identifying contracted 
services as weak links in the nation's power grid. Medium-sized and large power companies throughout the 
country have been ordered to keep tabs on the cybersecurity of thousands of contractors, a directive that took 
effect in the final days of 2018 and will enter compliance checks in the energy sector next year.  

US Power Industry & Cybersecurity: The President’s National Infrastructure Advisory Council issued a report 
(download here) that gives an overview of cybersecurity issues in the US power industry; the key point is that 
the industry is not prepared for a major scale event, despite efforts by individual companies and 
organizations. 

Blockchain: Blockchains, once hailed as unhackable, and touted as a primary enabler of customer choice 
electricity markets, are now getting hacked. Blockchain is touted as a significant technology innovation—a 
supposedly secure transaction ledger system— that would provide the basis for increased market 
opportunities for the buying and selling of electric power, including customer to customer, customer self-
generator to electricity service provider, etc. But now, more and more security holes are appearing in 
cryptocurrency and smart contract platforms, and some are fundamental to the way they are built. 

BREXIT: Update before the final report 

Implications for Reliability: Cybersecurity is an increasing threat and risk to power systems operations and 
reliability worldwide, and US power systems continue to be a top target of state-sponsored and rogue hackers. 
We consider shortcomings in cybersecurity in the US electric power system both a near-term and long-term 
reliability threat to the Western Interconnection. 
  

https://www.ferc.gov/media/news-releases/2018/2018-4/10-18-18-E-1.asp
https://www.ferc.gov/media/news-releases/2018/2018-4/10-18-18-E-1.asp
https://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/NIAC%20Catastrophic%20Power%20Outage%20Study_508%20FINAL.pdf
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Key Driver Trends 
There were events of significant impact for each of the Key Drivers chosen by the SDS for the 2038 Horizon 
Scenarios:   

1. Changes in State and Provincial Electric Energy Market Policies  
2. Changes in Federal Electric Energy Market Policies 
3. Evolution of Customer-side Energy Supply Technology and Service Options 
4. Changes in the Character and Shape of Customer Demand for Electric Power  
5. Changes in Utility-scale Power Supply Options  
6. Changes in State and Federal Electric System Regulations for Reliability  
7. Evolution of Climate Change and Environmental Issues on Electric Power Service  
8. Evolution of Fuel Markets in the Electric Power Sector  
9. Shifts in the Cost of Capital and Financial Markets  
10. Economic Growth Within the Western Interconnection  
11. Worldwide Developments in the Electric Power Industry  

Summary 
Changes in State and Provincial Electric Energy Market Policies:  Events related to this driver were diverse yet 
focused in two main areas: States and provinces continuing their actions to extend their power and control 
over capacity markets and future generation, and utilities struggling to keep up with the resulting changing 
requirements. There continues to be widespread uncertainty among utility executives of how integrating new 
clean energy sources will play out. Concern about customer demand, utility business models, and 
performance-based rate making's impact on earnings are prominent. 

Evolution of Customer-side Energy Supply Technology and Service Options:  A new study of 13 technologies 
from invention to adoption included four electricity generating technologies, and has useful concepts for 
WECC and the SDS in considering study cases. EV market forecasts have become more aggressive as electric 
vehicles (EVs) become more attractive, and as traditional car manufacturers announce new EV models. 
Traditional Oil & Gas companies are not immune and are now stepping in to buy up EV enabling technology 
companies in Europe such as Geenlots (charging networks) and Sonnen (energy storage). Pilot tests of EVs’ 
capacity to help integrate DERs and help manage the grid are underway, and established software companies 
are launching new products into the market place that utilities can then sell to their retail and commercial 
customers so they can manage energy usage. 

Changes in the Character and Shape of Customer Demand for Electric Power: In the wake of the recession after 
2008, PJM Interconnection's planning group observed that power demand was not recovering to the degree 
expected, and they realized the recession had masked a large amount of customer behavior around energy 
efficiency and the implementation of distributed energy, specifically solar panels. Changes in consumer 
behavior over the past ten years, such the adoption of energy efficient devices and appliances and distributed 
energy (particularly rooftop solar), is probably the most significant factor that has changed future grid 
planning.  

Changes in Federal Electric Energy Market Policies: The first quarter of 2019 saw no new federal initiatives or 
rulings in energy markets. The PJM capacity market defense proposals noted in the Winter Trends Report are 
still awaiting a FERC decision. We did, however, see a state action in Pennsylvania to establish nuclear power 
subsidies based on advisement from the Trump Administration that it would not help subsidize nuclear 
energy and a significant change to Mexico’s power market rules that would eliminate open auctions for 
renewable power generation. 

Changes in Utility-scale Power Supply Options: The Western Interconnection is seeing a continuation of the 
movement towards more use of integrated storage technologies, and starting in the Northeastern US, offshore 
wind is beginning to make inroads into the generation mix. At the same time, utilities are trying to come to 
grips with the need to change their business models—with differing strategies and results— as the transition 
away from coal continues, and Customer Choice Aggregators (CCAs) begin to affect their revenue streams. 
Issues in the integration of digital technologies may delay widespread adoption, slowing hybrid solar + 
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storage installation rates. Long-term, we expect the shift away from fossil fuels to continue as renewables 
continue to decline in cost. 

Changes in State and Federal Electric System Regulations for Reliability: There were no events during the first 
quarter of 2019 that were directed specifically at reliability by either state, provincial, or federal action. One 
new study appeared that dealt with system planning challenges that are related to reliability, and is important 
for the Western Interconnection, and WECC’s planning considerations. 

Evolution of Climate Change and Environmental Issues on Electric Power Service: As noted below, global 
warming continues as 2018 was one of the four hottest years on record, and there are indications the world’s 
oceans are warming at a faster rate than previously understood. 

Evolution of Fuel Markets in the Electric Power Sector: Developments in this area see a continuation of what has 
occurred over the past few years. In the near-term, lower natural gas prices through 2020 are expected to 
continue as exploration and development in the US continues. The EIA reports that natural gas prices will be 
the prime determining factor in future generation technology choices. 

Shifts in the Cost of Capital and Financial Markets: As some indicators increasingly show a slowing global 
economy with GDP growth forecasts worldwide being revised downwards, central banks are beginning to 
retreat on interest rate increases, with some setting negative inter-bank rates. The US Fed has pulled back 
from additional rate increases this year. At this time, however, there is plenty of investment capital at 
reasonable rates for project financing. 

Economic Growth Within the Western Interconnection: The big theme for this driver in the first quarter of 2019 
is that the broader economy of the region is stable, but is showing signs of slowing. There is increasing 
uncertainty in the broader economy as rising concerns over slowing growth rates, issues of trade, and credit 
risks cast a short-term shadow.  

Worldwide Developments in the Electric Power Industry: Artificial intelligence applications are beginning to be 
seen managing wind farm output with the goal of predicting output up to 36 hours in advance. Just as 
traditional oil & gas companies are buying into EV infrastructure and technology, Royal Dutch Shell is aiming 
to become the largest electricity company by the 2030s as it prepares for a fundamental shift in global energy 
supplies towards lower-carbon sources. Shell said that electricity was changing “from a boring, predictable 
system to a complex intermittent system, which was a really good opportunity for people that are good at energy 
trading. And we are very good at energy trading” (Italics ours). 

Implications for Reliability: At this time, we see no extraordinary challenges emerging that would lead to a 
decline in the ability of the industry to meet historical levels of reliability with two exceptions. One exception 
is in developments related to the evolution of climate change and environmental issues that could impact the 
power sector. Actions by humans and policy developments to address climate change nationally and globally 
are not sufficient to slow the forecasted increasing destructive effects (e.g., drought, wildfires, flooding, 
extreme storm events, etc.).1 The second exception is cybersecurity: Will the power industry successfully 
adopt the necessary tools and operating processes that can prevent or mitigate large-scale or cascading 
power system failures due to cyberattacks? 
  

                                                                    
1 EPS: US energy, transportation sectors not prepared for climate change, 2018 Climate Assessment, November 2018 

https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=68&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
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Scenario Trends   
Past Trends Reports, based on the WECC Legacy Scenarios, focused on an analysis of movement from one 
scenario to another scenario of the Western Interconnection as a whole. As we noted in the last SDS meeting, 
we believe that in the 2038 Scenarios, given the choices by the SDS for the Primary Scenario Drivers and other 
Key Drivers, states, and provinces within the region will not move in lockstep towards any particular scenario. 
Considering the new Scenario Matrix, this would imply that there would not be a region-wide “movement” 
that could be plotted against the new scenario matrix as in the Legacy Scenarios. We think that developments 
and trends within each scenario, noting specific events at the state and local levels that fit that scenario is, at 
least at the beginning of the 20 years,  more useful to WECC and the SDS. Please see Figure 2 below, in which 
we offer a starting point for discussion and further enhancement with SDS members. 

However, we can say that, based on the Key Driver events we have seen in the past three months and from a 
high level, events tend to support movement in the Western Interconnection as a whole toward Scenario 4.  

We can also see developments that argue for Scenario 3 in many states in the Western Interconnection. A key 
element of this assessment is the lack of any significant technological developments or other market-related 
issues that would lead to a quickened uptake of the kinds of energy-related services and products advocated 
most strongly in Scenario 2.  

State and Provincial Scenario Assessment 
For purposes of discussion, we have placed each State and Province of WECC into the Scenario Matrix to give a 
broad indication of where their policies and energy developments might indicate each State or Province sits. 
We asked SDS members at the January 2019 SDS meeting to comment on where they thought their state or 
province was currently in the matrix. The matrix below reflects those comments. 

Figure 1, State and Provincial Scenario Matrix 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
During future SDS meetings, we will seek review, comments, and suggestions from SDS members from those 
States and Provinces to improve upon our starting effort. Over time, we think reviewing those placements on 
the matrix will provide useful information for SDS members and WECC planning efforts. 

https://www.wecc.biz/SystemAdequacyPlanning/Pages/Scenario-Planning.aspx
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SIGNIFICANT UNCERTAINTIES, WILD CARDS, AND OUTLIERS 

While there were no Significant Uncertainties noted in the past six months, there were events of significant 
impact for each of the Key Drivers chosen by the SDS for the 2038 Scenarios and Wild Cards.  

Wild Cards 

New Information and Communication Technology (ICT) Adoption Conflicts 
US and China in global conflict over 5G Network Roll Out: The Trump Administration is using both the US State 
Department and the Department of Defense leadership to discourage other nations from using 5G networking 
equipment produced by Chinese companies and in particular Huawei Corporation.  

5G is a set of technical ground rules that define the workings of a cellular network, including the radio 
frequencies used and how various components like computer chips and antennas handle radio signals and 
exchange data. Qualcomm, the wireless chip maker, said it had demonstrated peak 5G download speeds of 4.5 
gigabits per second but predicts initial median speeds of about 1.4 gigabits per second. That translates to 
roughly 20 times faster than the current 4G experience. Perhaps more importantly for industry is another 
kind of speed, a lag known as latency, which may become even more important with 5G. A lag of 50 to several 
hundred milliseconds is common, partly because signals often must pass between different carrier switching 
centers; 5G, which uses newer networking technology, was designed to reduce latency down to a few 
milliseconds. It was also designed to deliver signals more reliably than earlier cellular networks. 

The power industry will be one of many industries impacted by how and where 5G technologies integrate 
across the economy. Implications for the power industry and electric reliability are likely to be associated with 
how 5G technology drives change in energy using devices, and the quicker and faster real-time operations in 
automated systems, allowing new energy management options at both distribution and transmission levels. 

There are a wide range of factors involved here including international trade flows, trade imbalances, national 
security risks, long term economic development, corporate competition for markets, and espionage. And not 
least, leadership in establishing 5G networks and dominance in the telecommunications hardware to do that 
is of prime importance to the US telecom industry. The underlying factors here are too complex to analyze at 
this time, and thus this area is best suited for continuous observation and assessment.2 We consider this a 
new Wild Card, and we will keep up to date with future developments. 

Cybersecurity 
FERC and Utility Cybersecurity: US utility companies are preparing to satisfy new rules from the Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission that transfer cybersecurity standards onto third-party vendors, an area expected to 
be an enforcement priority in the coming year with regulators and defense officials identifying contracted 
services as weak links in the nation's power grid. Medium-sized and large power companies throughout the 
country have been ordered to keep tabs on the cybersecurity of thousands of contractors, a directive that took 
effect in the final days of 2018 and will enter compliance checks in the energy sector next year.  

While some cyberattacks on the US power system have been through direct system component hacks, e.g., 
generation operations centers, most cyberattacks on the system have been initiated through hacks of 
contractor systems and other indirect systems that have much looser and in some cases no cybersecurity. 
This order is an attempt to force utilities to manage the cyber-security within their supply chains, a significant 
challenge when utilities are focused on their internal cybersecurity. It is unclear how meeting this 
requirement will be accomplished and at what cost.3 

                                                                    
2 EPS: U.S. and China in global conflict over 5G Network Roll Out, The New York Times and Bloomberg, December 31 

2018 and February 19 2019 
3 EPS: Utilities Brace for FERC Scrutiny Of Vendor Cybersecurity, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (news release), 

October 2018, and Hunton Andrews Kurth (trial subscription may be required), January 2019 

https://www.ferc.gov/media/news-releases/2018/2018-4/10-18-18-E-1.asp
https://www.ferc.gov/media/news-releases/2018/2018-4/10-18-18-E-1.asp
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=119&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=120&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
https://www.ferc.gov/media/news-releases/2018/2018-4/10-18-18-E-1.asp
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Federal Report on Cybersecurity in the Power Industry: The President’s National Infrastructure 
Advisory Council issued a report (download here) that gives an overview of cybersecurity issues in the US 
power industry; the primary point is that the industry is not prepared for a major scale event, despite efforts 
by individual companies and organizations. The lack of solutions, the complexity of coordinating actions 
across the power industry, and the high cost of preparing for a large scale cyber security event will make this 
an issue for years to come. The disparate and scattered companies in the technology industry addressing 
these issues will also be hard to consolidate to a few standards. 

Due to the complexity of cybersecurity, its continuing evolution, its global nature, and the lack of real 
solutions, it is likely that this issue will continue to be a challenge for the power industry. Large scale attacks 
will likely continue to be difficult at best to plan for.4 

Blockchain Still not Ready for Primetime: Blockchains, once hailed as unhackable, and touted as a primary 
enabler of customer choice electricity markets, are now getting hacked. Blockchain is touted as a significant 
technology innovation—a supposedly secure transaction ledger system— that would provide the basis for 
increased market opportunities for the buying and selling of electric power, customer to customer, customer 
self-generator to electricity service provider, etc. But now, more and more security holes are appearing in 
cryptocurrency and smart contract platforms (such as Blockchain), and some are fundamental to the way they 
are built. 

Early last month, the security team at Coinbase noticed something strange going on in Ethereum Classic, one 
of the cryptocurrencies people can buy and sell using Coinbase's popular exchange platform. Its blockchain, 
the history of all its transactions, was under attack. An attacker had somehow gained control of more than 
half of the network's computing power and was using it to rewrite the transaction history. That made it 
possible to spend the same cryptocurrency more than once—known as "double spends." The attacker was 
spotted pulling this off to the tune of $1.1 million. Coinbase claims that no currency was stolen from any of its 
accounts. But a second popular exchange, Gate.io, has admitted it wasn't so lucky, losing around $200,000 to 
the attacker (who, strangely, returned half of it days later). 

Just a year ago, this nightmare scenario —which with the broad adoption of blockchain in the electric power 
markets could negatively impact electric system operations and communications—was mostly theoretical. 
But the attack against Ethereum Classic was just the latest in a series of recent attacks on blockchains that 
have heightened the stakes for the nascent industry.5 

BREXIT Update 
As of this writing, Great Britain is still trying to figure out just when they will leave (BREXIT the European 
Union (EU) and under what conditions. The current deadline is April 12 after the EU agreed to extend the exit 
date from March 29, and it is doubtful it will extend the date again. In the meantime, Britain continues to 
struggle to come up with an exit protocol both it and the EU can agree with.  

We noted in past reports that BREXIT could have significant economic implications not just for Britain, but 
also for the global economy and the US. At this point, indicators point to a so-called “hard” exit, which means 
that Britain will leave not only the EU but also the single market and the customs union. In this scenario, the 
UK would instead aim to secure free-trade deals with the EU, ideally covering both goods and services. Direr 
would be a “no deal” exit, where Britain would no longer be a member of the EU, and it would have no trade 
agreement. It would have all of the disadvantages of a hard Brexit, and there would be no trade agreement. 
The US would not be immune from the global economic impacts6, and more directly, many US businesses use 
Britain as their doorway into the EU, and under a hard BREXIT, that entry point goes away. That's going to 

                                                                    
4 EPS: Federal Agency Issues Report of Cyber Security in the Power Industry, National  Infrastructure Advisory Council, 

December 2018 
5 EPS: Once hailed as unhackable, blockchains are now getting hacked, MIT Technology Review, February 19 2019 
6 EPS: Storm Clouds Are Brewing for the Global Economy, The World Bank, Global Economic Prospects, January 8 2019  

https://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/NIAC%20Catastrophic%20Power%20Outage%20Study_508%20FINAL.pdf
https://www.technologyreview.com/s/610833/explainer-what-is-a-blockchain/
https://www.technologyreview.com/s/610833/explainer-what-is-a-blockchain/
https://www.technologyreview.com/the-download/612728/hackers-just-stole-1-million-from-the-ethereum-classic-blockchain-in-a-rare-51/
https://www.gate.io/article/16735
https://www.gateio.io/article/16740
https://www.nbcnews.com/storyline/brexit-referendum/u-s-won-t-escape-pain-brexit-n958361
https://www.nbcnews.com/storyline/brexit-referendum/u-s-won-t-escape-pain-brexit-n958361
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=116&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=141&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=128&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
http://www.worldbank.org/en/news/immersive-story/2019/01/08/storm-clouds-are-brewing-for-the-global-economy
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cause a lot of complications for U.S. businesses, as companies will find it harder and more expensive to move 
goods between the U.K. and rest of Europe, with delays, tariffs, and more paperwork.  

KEY DRIVER TRENDS 

Scenario Primary Driver Trends 

The WECC Scenario Matrix 
Each of the four WECC 2038 Horizon Scenarios fits into one of four quadrants within a 2 x 2 matrix, using the 
two primary scenario drivers chosen by the SDS of 1), Direction of State and Provincial Energy Policy, and 2), 
Customer Adoption of Energy Service Options. 

Each Scenario can thus be described – at a high level – by the combination of the matrix axes.  

Figure 2, WECC Scenario Matrix 

 

The matrix provides both a quick visual model for the Scenarios and a reference for the discussions that 
follow. However, for a complete understanding of the Scenarios, we encourage readers to read the WECC 2038 
Horizon Scenarios Narratives.7 
  

                                                                    
7 WECC 2018-2019 Draft Scenarios for Horizon Year 2038  V 0.1, July 25 2018 

https://www.wecc.org/Reliability/WECC%202018-2019%20Draft%20Scenarios%20for%20Horizon%20Year%202038%20v0.1.docx
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Changes in State and Provincial Energy Market Policy 
From the 2038 Scenario Report: “Fourteen Western states, two Canadian provinces, and Northern Baja 
California make up the geographical footprint of the Western Interconnection supported by WECC. They set 
policies and rates which directly impact how electricity markets function within their areas of jurisdiction and 
influence regional patterns as well. How electricity supply and demand is met is governed in large part by the 
policies set by individual states and provinces, including rules that govern markets—in conjunction with 
federal regulations—in places like California and Alberta where formal markets are in place to procure 
services such as imbalance energy and ancillary services. States and Provinces also set policies on cost 
recovery for plant investment in utility rates, renewable portfolio standards, climate change policies, rules 
governing the use of local distribution systems, and much more.”8 

Events related to this driver during the first quarter of 2019 were diverse yet focused in two main areas: 
States and provinces continuing their actions to extend their power and control over capacity markets and 
future generation, and utilities struggling to keep up with the resulting changing requirements. 

Storage: As storage costs continue to decline, it is now used more and more in hybrid systems coupled with 
both renewable and gas-fired generation, and as dispatchable capacity. Some utilities have used new storage 
as replacements for new transmission and distribution lines, while others are using it to ensure capacity and 
reliability. States are beginning to require utilities to include storage in their long-term planning, and markets 
for accessing storage are opening. 

An Administrative Law Judge in California ruled that front of the meter storage investments approved by 
regulators must be open to bids from non-utility providers.  The ruling continues a pattern in which 
competitive market forces on the supply side of power are seen as providing costs and other benefits. The 
Public Utilities Regulatory Policies Act in 1978 started the trend, and it is still echoing today. It appears that 
the advantages of utility owned and managed supply-side resources are no longer seen as an advantage. 
Power purchase contracts with non-utility providers for power supplies seem to be attractive to some 
regulators in some states.9 

The Colorado Public Utilities Commission (PUC) has taken a significant step toward advancing the state's use 
of battery storage, adopting an order to help integrate procurement mechanisms into utilities' long-term 
planning processes. The new rules require consideration of energy storage in utility planning processes, 
which advocates say is a "critical ingredient" to ensuring customer savings. State regulators and lawmakers 
focused on energy storage in 2018 as the governor signed a measure on consumer-installed storage and the 
PUC approved an Xcel Energy plan to retire 660 MW of coal in favor of storage and solar.10 

States and Provinces in the Western Interconnection continue their diverse approaches to generation, as some 
renewed their commitments to renewables and others to coal, and the November 2018 election results made 
its impact as newly-elected policymakers pushed to implement their policies. 

Clean Energy: New Mexico became the most coal-heavy generation state to pledge 100% carbon-free energy 
by 2045. With a bill that New Mexico's governor Michelle Grisham said she would sign as soon as possible, 
New Mexico joins California and Hawaii as the third state to legally require 100% carbon-free energy. New 
Mexico is unique among these states because it is a relatively coal-heavy state, generating 1.5 gigawatts of 
coal-fired electricity as of November 2018. At the same time, the bill includes provisions to encourage the 
securitization of coal-fired power plants (See Fossil Fuels section below). 

The New Mexico House of Representatives passed the bill on March 12, 2019 (the State Senate had already 
passed it). The bill commits the state to get 100 percent of its energy from carbon-free sources by 2045. The 
bill includes interim goals mandating that 50 percent of the state's energy mix be renewable by 2030 and 80 
                                                                    
8 WECC 2018-2019 Draft Scenarios for Horizon Year 2038, July 24 2018  
9 EPS: California Judge Rules Utilities Must Open Bids for Storage Investments, Utility Dive and California CPUC, February 

28 2019 
10 EPS: Colorado adopts rule to include storage in utility planning, Utility Dive, December 14 2018 

https://www.eia.gov/state/?sid=NM#tabs-4
https://www.eia.gov/state/?sid=NM#tabs-4
https://www.wecc.org/Reliability/WECC%202018-2019%20Draft%20Scenarios%20for%20Horizon%20Year%202038%20v0.1.docx
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=146&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=106&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
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percent of the energy mix be renewable by 2040. The state currently neither generates nor buys nuclear 
power, which is not renewable but qualifies as a zero-carbon energy source. The bill does not require that 100 
percent of the state's energy be renewable by 2045; it just specifies that no electricity come from a carbon-
emitting source.11 

 We noted in previous EPS (Election Day impacts on climate policy) on the November 2018 election results 
that Gov. Grisham wanted to turn New Mexico into an environmental leader, and that that Public Service of 
New Mexico (PNM) obtained approval to phase out its coal-fired generation (New Mexico to Phase out Coal 
Generation). 

Alberta took steps in its commitment towards eliminating coal-fired power by announcing that renewable 
energy will make up 30% of power grid generation by 2030. The government released more details about its 
plan to provide greater investment certainty. The government released interim targets based on the long-
term outlook for the electricity system, the feasibility of when new renewable projects can come online, and 
the timing of market events such as the phasing out of coal, coal-to-gas conversions, and new infrastructure. 
While about 10 percent of Alberta’s electricity generation currently comes from renewable sources, the new 
targets grow to 15 percent by 2022, 20 percent by 2025, and 26 percent by 2028. Establishing interim targets 
provides a "road map" for the province's Renewable Electricity Program, said Environment Minister Shannon 
Phillips, and gives those involved in the electricity market greater certainty.12 

Under its current government, Alberta continues its move away from fossil fuels - it has already completed 
three rounds of a competitive auction process that has secured 1,360 MW of renewable electricity. Details of a 
fourth auction, which will add up to 400 MW of renewable power, will be made available in mid-2019. 

Alberta awarded one of the world’s largest solar companies a 20-year deal to provide electricity to 
government facilities, a move that will double existing solar power capacity in the province. The facilities — 
which will have a combined capacity of approximately 100 MW — will double the province’s existing solar 
capacity. The facilities are expected to begin construction in the spring of 2020 and come online in 2021. 

The contract will replace expiring wind power contracts to supply approximately 55 percent of the 
government’s annual electricity needs to power government facilities. At an average price of 4.8 cents per 
kilowatt-hour, the new contract will save the Alberta government $3.9 million per year compared to the 
expiring contracts, and it represents the most cost-effective government procurement of solar power in 
Canadian history.13 

In September 2018, California lawmakers enacted Senate Bill (SB) 1000 to advance the state's US-leading 
transportation electrification effort. The bill ordered the CPUC to, within an existing proceeding, consider rate 
designs that shift the EV charging load away from peak demand and address the demand charges in 
commercial and industrial (C&I) rates now impeding electric vehicle (EV) growth. In response, policy-driven, 
ground-breaking, and electric vehicle-specific rate designs from California's top utilities—including 
subscriptions and Time-of-Use-rates— could break down cost barriers to driving electric and support grid 
stability while protecting ratepayers. 

The demand charge in C&I rates covers the utility's cost for being able to meet the customer's highest kW 
usage but can significantly increase a Commercial & Industrial (C&I) customer’s bill when a customer adopts 
EVs. It has become a barrier to EV growth in the commercial-industrial sector because the disproportionately 
high spike from charging an EV fleet can make driving electric more expensive than using a traditionally 
fueled vehicle. Details of the utility proposals are found in the EPS referenced in the footnote.14 

                                                                    
11 EPS: New Mexico the most coal-heavy state to pledge 100% carbon-free energy by 2045, Ars Technica, March 13 2019 
12 EPS: Alberta vows that renewable energy will make up 30% of power grid by 2030, The Calgary Herald, February 26 

2019 
13 EPS: Alberta to double solar power capacity, The Calgary Herald, February 15 2019 
14 EPS: PG&E, SCE, SDG&E pursue subscriptions, TOU rates to drive more California EVs, Utility Dive, January 23 2019  

https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7b89ACA637-B651-4815-BD86-CC41C9EFBB70%7d&ID=63&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7b89ACA637-B651-4815-BD86-CC41C9EFBB70%7d&ID=3&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7b89ACA637-B651-4815-BD86-CC41C9EFBB70%7d&ID=3&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=161&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
file:///C:%5C1.%20Working%20Files%5CDropbox%5C1.%20My%20Working%20Files%5C1.%20WECC%20Projects%5C1.%20WECC%20Working%20and%20Archived%20Files%5C1%20WECC%202015-2019%20Project%5C2.%20Work%20Product%5C1.%20Reports%20to%20SPSG%5COngoing%20Monthly%20EPS-EI-TRENDS%20Report%20to%20SPSG%5CAlberta%20vows%20that%20renewable%20energy%20will%20make%20up%2030%25%20of%20power%20grid%20by%202030
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=137&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=112&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
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Fossil Fuels: In moves across the region, state lawmakers are responding to the transition to clean energy in 
their own way in response to inaction by Washington as the Trump administration struggles to follow through 
on campaign promises to support the ailing coal sector.15 

Wyoming lawmakers passed a bill to encourage the sale of coal-fired power plants in a bid to extend their 
lives amid an industrywide trend of retirements. Senate File 159 would direct utilities to attempt to find new 
buyers for coal plants before retiring them and proposing replacement generation. The bill would only allow 
utilities to recover the costs of building new power plants to replace retiring coal generators if they first make 
"a good faith effort" to sell the closing facilities. If a buyer can be found, the bill would direct utilities to 
purchase power from the plants back from the purchaser. The bill comes after PacifiCorp, which owns Rocky 
Mountain Power, said in December that 60% of its coal fleet is uneconomic, including plants in Wyoming. 
Passing both legislative chambers by wide margins, Gov. Mark Gordon signed the bill. 

In Montana, lawmakers are considering a bill (Senate Bill 278) to increase Northwestern Energy's ownership 
stake in the 2.2 GW Colstrip power plant. The so-called "save-Colstrip" bill would allow utility Northwestern 
Energy to buy a larger share of the newest unit of the Colstrip power plant’s generation for $1 and pass the 
shared operating costs onto its captive customers. The utility currently owns 222 MW of the 778 MW unit, 
and CEO Bob Rowe wrote in an op-ed this week that it would buy no more than an additional 150 MW if the 
bill were to pass. The bill passed the Montana Senate Energy Committee 9-4 late last month and is currently 
pending in the Senate Finance and Claims Committee. The bill must pass the Senate and move to the House 
before April 1. 

And in New Mexico, an 80% renewable energy bill (see Clean Energy section above) moving through the 
legislature includes provisions to encourage the securitization of coal-fired power plants. The bill, Senate Bill 
489, would allow utility Public Service of New Mexico to securitize the costs of closing its 847 MW San Juan 
plant, slated to come offline in 2022. That would enable PNM to issue AAA-rated bonds to recover stranded 
costs in the plant, which ratepayers would repay through bill surcharge. 

Market Uncertainty: The underlying economic and regulatory structure of the power industry is undergoing 
change based on new technology, customer preferences, and state and national level clean energy 
policies. There is no clear dominant paradigm at this point, and different jurisdictions may have very different 
approaches and policies.  

Utility Dive released its annual electric industry survey and pinpointed widespread uncertainty among utility 
executives of how integrating new clean energy sources will play out. Concern about customer demand, utility 
business models, and performance-based rate making's impact on earnings was prominent. Different groups 
take these kinds of surveys, and this one is worth noting as it was national and had about 500 responses. The 
concerns expressed about uncertain market investment in the survey would seem to fit patterns that have 
arisen over the past three years.16 

Implications for Reliability: Based on recent events relative to State and Provincial Energy Market Policy 
actions, we see no new significant challenge to electric reliability in any of the four key categories of resource 
adequacy, operational integrity, infrastructure integrity, and system stability risks. 
  

                                                                    
15 EPS: Wyoming passes coal support bill in spate of Western action to save ailing plants (includes information on 

Montana and New Mexico), Utility Dive, March 5 2019, and The Billings Gazette,  February 27 2019 
16 EPS: National Survey of Electric Utilities Indicate Market Uncertainty as Leading Issue, Utility Dive, February 27 2019 

https://www.wyoleg.gov/Legislation/2019/SF0159
https://www.utilitydive.com/news/pacificorp-shows-60-of-its-coal-units-are-uneconomic/543566/
http://laws.leg.mt.gov/legprd/LAW0203W$BSRV.ActionQuery?P_SESS=20191&P_BLTP_BILL_TYP_CD=SB&P_BILL_NO=278&P_BILL_DFT_NO=&P_CHPT_NO=&Z_ACTION=Find&P_ENTY_ID_SEQ2=&P_SBJT_SBJ_CD=&P_ENTY_ID_SEQ=
https://www.greatfallstribune.com/story/news/2019/03/04/montana-has-opportunity-manage-future-part-colstrip-bob-rowe-northwestern-energy/3058385002/?cid=twitter_GFTribune
https://on24static.akamaized.net/event/19/31/62/8/rt/1/documents/resourceList1550598526719/stateoftheelectricutilitysurvey20191550598542061.pdf
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=152&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
https://www.utilitydive.com/news/seu-2018-survey-utilities-shaken-not-moved-by-trump-policies/517953/
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Customer Adoption of Energy Service Options 
The scenario matrix east-west horizontal axis descriptor of Customer Adoption of Energy Service Options was 
created by combining two of the Key Drivers: 3) Evolution of Customer-side Energy Supply Technology 
Service Options, and 4) Changes in the Character and Shape of Customer Demand for Electric Power.  

For the ease of the reader, we will list those events dealing directly with customer adoption first, and then list 
the two drivers and their associated events. We think this format will provide the reader with a more nuanced 
look at the components of the axis and the impacts on reliability: In the first quarter of 2019, there were no 
EPS events that were directly related to customer adoption, per se. 

Evolution of Customer-side Energy Technology and Supply Options 
From The 2038 Scenario Report: “Distributed and smaller scale energy supply options are evolving and 
expanding rapidly, especially solar power (both rooftop and ground-based), energy storage, fuel cells, demand 
response, energy efficiency, and small-scale natural gas-fired generators. Commercial and industrial 
customers have distributed energy resource options as well as residential consumers. Technological 
innovation appears to be expanding those options by making them less costly, easier to install, and by adding 
more features for customer management and engagement. As electric distribution systems evolve, more of 
those distributed energy supply options may become a part of the electric power infrastructure and change 
how assuring electric power reliability is managed.” 

Slow Uptake of Energy Technologies: A study conducted by a team led by Robert Gross of Imperial College 
London and published in December 2018, concluded that, on average, the time from conceptualization to 
wide-spread adoption of the last four major power-generation technologies was 43 years. And by the end of 
that time, these technologies were well established, but not yet in a dominant position.  This study shows how 
impediments to change are often hard to move and how benefits have to be very powerful in the energy 
sectors before adoptions of new technologies can take place. 17 Thirteen technologies were looked at, 
including four significant electricity generation technologies: Nuclear energy, gas turbines, PV (solar) cells, 
and wind turbines. 

The study found that generally, new technology needs 20 to 70 years from invention to adoption (not market 
dominance which takes longer, if it happens all). For the four electricity generation technologies, the average 
time was 43 years—but even then the technologies have not achieved dominance—not surprising when 
dealing with massive existing infrastructure built to support other forms of generation technology, and the 
costs and policies involved. The researchers differentiated between technology adoption cycles based on the 
market application (related WECC 2018-2038 scenarios added):  

• New products for new markets (Scenarios 1 and 2) - widespread commercialization is defined as 
“time taken to reach 20% of peak product use or ownership” 

• Replacement products or technologies (Scenario 5) - widespread commercialization is defined as 
“time taken to reach 20% of peak product use or ownership” 

• Electricity generation technologies (All Scenarios) - widespread commercialization is defined as 
“time taken to reach 20% of peak installed capacity” 

This characterization is useful for the WECC Scenarios, especially in Scenarios 1, 2, and 4. These scenarios 
anticipate new and replacement products and technologies needed at least in customer choice and energy 
management, DER two-way power flow, smart grids, microgrids, and renewable and storage integration. 
These technologies fall into both categories of new products for new markets and replacement products or 
technologies.  

                                                                    
17 EPS: Study released on the slow uptake of energy technologies, Resilience, February 27 2019, and Imperial College 

(study), December 18 2018 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=164&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article
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The researchers also used the Technology Adoption Life Cycle and the Crossing the Chasm customer 
groupings described in the WECC 2018-2038 Scenario Report. The study notes that the first category, new 
products for new markets (relevant for Scenario 2), takes the longest time from invention to adoption. 

The following chart in Figure 3 illustrates these timelines. 

Figure 3, Historical timelines by product/technology type, Source: Robert Gross, et al. Imperial College 

The key takeaway for WECC and the SDS is that when considering the scenarios, identifying the technologies 
needed for each scenario, their plausible timeline from invention to adoption, and then to diffusion within the 
grid and markets, will be critical to understanding the evolution of each scenario and for study case 
development.  

Electric Vehicle Attraction Pulls Traditional Oil & Gas Giants: For decades, oil and gas companies and utilities 
dismissed electric cars (EVs). Now, the old petroleum and power giants are trying to put themselves into the 
driver's seat of the "new fuels" industry. They’re investing heavily or outright acquiring electrical 
infrastructure needed to supply the millions of electric vehicles (EVs) expected in the next few years. For 
example, Shell has invested $1 billion in renewables and EV technology, including the purchase of Greenlots, a 
startup offering both software and services for EV charging networks. And for an undisclosed sum, Shell also 
bought German home energy-storage startup Sonnen, which has installed 40,000 battery packs in homes 
around the world”.18 

Recent market forecasts and traditional car manufacturers’ focus on electric vehicles have caught their eye: 
1. McKinsey counts more than 350 new electric vehicle (EV) models debuting by 2025, one of the 

conditions for mass-market adoption.  
2. Global demand for gasoline is set to peak around 2021 thanks to electric vehicles (EVs) and fuel 

efficiency gains. 

                                                                    
18 EPS: Traditional Oil and Gas Companies Buying into EV Technology, Quartz and the World Economic Forum, February 

15 2019 

https://greenlots.com/
https://sonnengroup.com/
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/automotive-and-assembly/our-insights/charging-ahead-electric-vehicle-infrastructure-demand
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/automotive-and-assembly/our-insights/charging-ahead-electric-vehicle-infrastructure-demand
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-gasoline-demand-idUSKBN16920B
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=139&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
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3. The energy research and consultancy Wood Mackenzie predicts charging infrastructure investment in 
the US will exceed $18 billion annually by 2030 for equipment, installation, operations, and services. 

4.  China is expected to have three times more energy demand from EVs by then. 

One of the more interesting aspects of EVs is the possibility of using EVs to help integrate distributed energy 
resources and manage the grid, and meet clean energy and energy affordability goals. Two of Texas’ most 
innovative grid edge organizations have teamed up to test that premise. Pecan Street Inc., an Austin-based 
energy research organization, and the publicly owned electric utility Austin Energy launched what they say is 
Texas’ first grid-tied vehicle-to-grid (V2G) research and testing center. The project is part of a larger Austin 
Energy research program called SHINES (Sustainable and Holistic Integration of Energy Storage and Solar 
Photovoltaics), which aims to optimize the integration of distributed energy resources, inverters and smart 
controls on the grid at utility, commercial and residential scales. SHINES is supported by $4.3 million from the 
US Department of Energy’s SunShot Initiative, $1 million from the Texas Commission on Environmental 
Quality, and matching funds from Austin Energy. 19 

Customer side Technology: As utilities look to offer more services to their customers, large software 
companies are stepping in and creating sophisticated customer electricity management tools for utilities to 
offer to their customers. 

Oracle introduced a service that utilities can use to help their rooftop solar customer gain insights into their 
utility bills and energy savings. The Oracle Utilities “Opower Distributed Energy Resources Customer 
Engagement Cloud Service” will later expand into other types of distributed energy resources (DERs), such as 
electric vehicles and residential battery storage. The service is one of four new products and more than 100 
new features in Oracle's Opower platform, a suite of customer engagement and energy efficiency cloud 
services. The product provides utility customers with personalized insights and recommendations related to 
their energy generation, usage, and bills.20 

Oracle is a known and proven developer and supplier, and many utilities already use Oracle products, e.g., for 
data management. For that reason, it will be difficult for software startups to compete at this level with new 
and unproven products. 

Grid Integration:  Without a standard way for utilities to communicate with new technologies, they cannot 
reach their full interactive potential - as the grid integrates more standardized DER, communications models 
become essential for ensuring that utilities and the public can maximize the operational functionality and 
financial value of distributed and traditional grid assets. 

To address this, a collaborative team published a new Application Note, DNP3 Application Note AN2018-001 - 
DNP3 Profile for Communications with Distributed Energy Resources, to help grid operators communicate 
with distributed energy resources (DER) and enhance use and value of energy storage and solar generation 
connected to smart inverters. Led by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), the group includes the DNP 
Users Group, the MESA Standards Alliance (MESA), SunSpec Alliance, EnerNex, and Xanthus Consulting. The 
work is funded in part by the California Energy Commission (CEC). According to the EPRI project manager, 
"...We closed gaps in older communication models, which didn’t have the ‘words’ to command new capabilities 
of smart inverters and battery storage. We’ve added ‘new words’ for utility grid operators to use that can 
unlock emerging capabilities of DER, most specifically within the storage domain”.21 

Several State regulatory agencies have rejected large advanced metering infrastructure investments based on 
the costs and lack of offsetting benefits. Virginia is the latest, but other states have similarly taken a closer 

                                                                    
19 EPS: Vehicle-to-Grid Testing Comes to Texas, GreenTech Media, February 14 2019 
20 EPS: Oracle introduces cloud service to assist customers with distributed energy resources, Daily Energy Insider 

January 31 2019 
21 EPS: New Standard Communication Model Enables Grid Operators to Enhance Performance, Value of Distributed 

Energy Resources, Global Energy Wire, January 14 2019 

https://www.woodmac.com/news/editorial/growth-of-evs-will-require-massive-charging-infrastructure-build-out/
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/automotive-and-assembly/our-insights/charging-ahead-electric-vehicle-infrastructure-demand
https://www.pecanstreet.org/2019/02/v2g-2/
https://www.globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=wh3KdbRYAjzSHV5b9sxEv9kbl2WymPXZrzVk0rR8HR9-tWYm5UuX4zs56jJfR45kxrgl3U1OVDyiJdkAha8Eu4GVnls7aHy_eU2Qdv4bf3YK4iV8TW8YjsvEJaIDU6-3Z4gh8kzY1D9NnbEoISf6qfu6pwRrxVtTMrSV-Hf377oqYox7ZjXXxyUy7-ixzxfpQZdP-YyAJG57gkdbzIOl2xNDLUr92F8LVSYQIrWn-RtGHU5hQUXWBR_4ZMrd0eLEV3u2IugAQl6no1fPrQpQ01PSf5NoEoOxTrRnQB7Okih3o6hJlPmqVXzZhxsjrii1eeD-DH40Ncax5FD-R0NFBZ2sYd3BpQDFE_-P7ePgx8TAeaRtlaO3-f4vtMr8Bue53c2Ix_3upe0sdI-y6vC7z0_g8408lFrIJML2gBibQ0UkCxiDYOaadDlwKRecTTC8lIv4Oggad2cxrHSwKLrFD34RatN7cYbBstdAuZonZEcXtHyea4Hy5t3v3KiPWa5s
https://www.globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=wh3KdbRYAjzSHV5b9sxEv9kbl2WymPXZrzVk0rR8HR9-tWYm5UuX4zs56jJfR45kxrgl3U1OVDyiJdkAha8Eu4GVnls7aHy_eU2Qdv4bf3YK4iV8TW8YjsvEJaIDU6-3Z4gh8kzY1D9NnbEoISf6qfu6pwRrxVtTMrSV-Hf377oqYox7ZjXXxyUy7-ixzxfpQZdP-YyAJG57gkdbzIOl2xNDLUr92F8LVSYQIrWn-RtGHU5hQUXWBR_4ZMrd0eLEV3u2IugAQl6no1fPrQpQ01PSf5NoEoOxTrRnQB7Okih3o6hJlPmqVXzZhxsjrii1eeD-DH40Ncax5FD-R0NFBZ2sYd3BpQDFE_-P7ePgx8TAeaRtlaO3-f4vtMr8Bue53c2Ix_3upe0sdI-y6vC7z0_g8408lFrIJML2gBibQ0UkCxiDYOaadDlwKRecTTC8lIv4Oggad2cxrHSwKLrFD34RatN7cYbBstdAuZonZEcXtHyea4Hy5t3v3KiPWa5s
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=110&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=126&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=126&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
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look. Advanced metering infrastructure has been spreading across the US since 2007 when federal 
government support came in to fund it.22  

However, the promised benefits of better customer service and lower costs have not always followed. The cost 
of the meters has also been climbing. There is a wide range of suppliers and approaches to implementing 
advanced metering infrastructure across the US (and the world).  

Other changes on the customer side of the meter which might add value are slow in developing and can also 
be widely different in actual application. Smart meter applications are under development to predict the 
behavior of customer-sited energy resources so that these resources can be utilized more efficiently. 

Figure 4, US Smart Meter 
Installations Approach 76 
million, Projected to Reach 
90 Million by 2020, Source: 
Institute for Electric 
Innovation  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5, AMI Installations 
by Sector, 2017. Source: 
US Energy Information 
Administration 

 

 

 

 

Implications for Reliability: We see no significant development in the changing character of customer 
demand for electric power that presents challenges to electric reliability at this time. However, as customers 
adopt new energy options, operational integrity, and system stability risk could arise as the power system 
managers adapt to those new options. 
  

                                                                    
22 EPS: Advanced Metering Infrastructure Growth Hits Bumps based on Costs, Utility Dive, January 18 and November 28, 

and the Congressional Research Service (study)  

https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=117&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
https://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R45156.pdf
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Changes in the Character of Customer Demand for Electric Power 
From The 2038 Scenario Report: “Customer demand for electric power can shift for a wide range of reasons, 
including economic growth, response to cost changes, customer desires for new features and benefits (like 
carbon reduction). The many segments of customers include large and small industrials, large and small 
commercial, both large and small agriculture, high income to low-income residential consumers, and other 
marketing defined segments. Customers within all of the segments may change the features they desire for 
electric power service as market conditions change. Economic factors may influence costs and features 
offered. Social values may shift and change how customers value different aspects of their electric power 
consumption, e.g., how clean or how exposed to cyber-security risk. The basis upon which customers are 
segmented or put into categories may shift as customers adopt new service options (especially those 
customers who have some level of onsite self-generation or use new information services). Customers’ 
adjustments will affect how power is supplied and thus have implications for sustaining electric reliability.” 

In the first quarter of 2019, the energy technologies customers are choosing, and changes in technologies like 
energy efficiency, demand management, and distributed generation are creating more dynamic power grid 
designs, but they are also causing operational and economic challenges. 

Power Demand and Customer Choice: In the wake of the recession after 2008, PJM Interconnection's planning 
group observed that power demand was not recovering to the degree expected, and they realized the 
recession had masked a large amount of customer behavior around energy efficiency and the implementation 
of distributed energy, specifically solar panels. Changes in consumer behavior over the past ten years are 
probably the most significant factor that has changed future grid planning.  

Damian Sciano, director of distributed resource integration at New York utility Consolidated Edison, said they 
observed the same thing PJM described about the lack of power demand recovery following the recession, but 
ten years later, there is still flat demand.23 

Of particular interest to WECC, Steve Herling, vice president at PJM Interconnection said in an interview “…the 
concept of long-term power system planning has changed considerably, where we used to plan generation and 
transmission 30 years out, and now planning five years out is quite an accomplishment" (Italics ours). 

Implications for Reliability: We see no new developments in customer demand that alone present 
significant challenges to electric reliability by raising the risk to resource adequacy, operational issues, 
infrastructure needs or system operations. However, how energy services companies manage those shifts in 
demand by integrating new service options, if not done well, could raise such risks. Monitoring developments 
in this area are warranted.  
  

                                                                    
23 EPS: Major power market and grid changes are being driven by consumer choice, SP Global, February 8 2019 

https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=150&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
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RECENT KEY DRIVER TRENDS 

Changes in Federal Electric Energy Market Policies 
From The 2038 Scenario Report: “The US, Canadian, and Mexican national governments set policies that have 
national impacts on electric energy markets. In terms of electric service reliability, the very foundation of 
WECC itself is an example of this. Entities such as the FERC, NERC, the DOE, and other federal agencies that 
oversee nuclear power, oil and gas development, coal development, and environmental standards are among 
those which can have great influence on the evolution of electricity markets and on how electricity services 
are delivered aside from market rules. Federal laws on consumer protection, taxes, and other areas can also 
influence the evolution and nature of electric customer demand.” 

The first quarter of 2019 saw no new federal initiatives or rulings in energy markets. The PJM capacity market 
defense proposals noted in the Winter Trends Report are still awaiting a FERC decision.24 We did, however, 
see a state action based on advisement from the Trump Administration, and significant changes in Mexico’s 
power market rules. 

Nuclear Subsidies: Pennsylvania State Rep. Thomas Mehaffie (R), introduced a bipartisan bill to provide 
subsidies for nuclear generators, similar to a draft version leaked in February. House Bill 11 seeks to change 
the Alternative Energy Portfolio Standard (AEPS), to include all carbon-free generators of electricity. 
Mehaffie told Utility Dive he unveiled the bill after Department of Energy (DOE) staffers told him to prioritize 
state solutions to nuclear retirements, rather than wait for federal action. "My question to them was, 'Do we 
have to act as a state or is the federal government going to do anything?" Mehaffie recalled. "They said, 'No, 
you have to act as a state."25  

The push to support nuclear comes ahead of a June deadline for Exelon to decide whether to move ahead with 
the next round of refueling for Three Mile Island (TMI). Plant owners indicated that TMI would close in 
September 2019, and could begin shutdown procedures this summer if no support bill is passed. The 
Pennsylvania bill is part of a continuing trend of states taking the lead on nuclear retirements in the face of 
inaction from the federal government. New York, Illinois, and New Jersey all have similar policies for their in-
state nukes See these previous EPS: Illinois’ Effort to Increase Clean Energy, Cut Pollution 
Upheld, and  Nuclear Subsidies Upheld in New York. 

Mexico Changes the Rules: Mexico’s renewables sector is reeling from the cancellation of an upcoming 
clean energy auction and the likely handing of power back to state entities.  The auction was due to take place 
last December but was placed under review after a new government, led by left-leaning Andrés Manuel López 
Obrador, took office.  

In justifying the action, Mexico's president accused the previous administration of corruption, citing 
Avangrid’s recruitment of Felipe Calderón, a former Mexican president, as evidence of corruption in the 
energy sector. López Obrador made it clear he is keen to hand market control back to CFE, a state-owned 
utility, which has been facing competition from independent power producers under moves to liberalize 
energy markets. The President accused the previous government of scaremongering over blackouts to open 
up the energy market.  

State entities such as the Federal Electricity Commission (Comisión Federal de Electricidad or CFE) and 
Petróleos Mexicanos had been “abandoned,” while private companies enjoyed high subsidies, he said. The use 
of subsidies had led to “very high costs,” López Obrador claimed. “Now there is a new policy,” he said. 

Manan Parikh, an analyst with Wood Mackenzie Power & Renewables, said prequalified bidders were 
planning to contest the decision last week to suspend the country's fourth long-term energy auction. 

                                                                    
24 EPS: PJM takes defense of capacity market plan to FERC, Utility Dive, November 8 2019 
25 EPS: Pennsylvania crafted nuke subsidy bill after DOE said not to wait for bailout, Utility Dive, March 12 2019 

https://www.utilitydive.com/news/industrial-consumers-oppose-evolving-pennsylvania-nuclear-subsidy-proposal/549845/
http://www.repmehaffie.com/Display/SiteFiles/194/OtherDocuments/2019/HB%2011%203-10-2019.pdf
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7b89ACA637-B651-4815-BD86-CC41C9EFBB70%7d&ID=9&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7b89ACA637-B651-4815-BD86-CC41C9EFBB70%7d&ID=9&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7b89ACA637-B651-4815-BD86-CC41C9EFBB70%7d&ID=10&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=36&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=163&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
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Observers had widely expected the auction to go ahead later this year.26 Many international companies, 
including companies from Canada and the US, had expressed interest in the auction and some had bid and 
won previous renewables auctions.27 

Implications for Reliability: We see no major reliability related risks from recent developments in Federal 
Electric Market Policies.  However, the final resolution by FERC on the PJM capacity markets issue could open 
new options for states related to adding new capacity to meet resource needs, and how they are defined could 
have significant implications.  Recent trends in Federal policies are continuing to generally lean toward 
further reductions in reliability risk.  
  

                                                                    
26 EPS: Industry Stunned as Mexico Cancels Clean Power Auction, GreenTech Media, January 4 2019 
27 EPS: US and Canadian Firms Winners in Mexico's First Renewables Auction, Fox News, March 30 2016 
 

https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/mexican-auction-halt-no-cause-for-concern-analysts-say#gs.UhocvYPW
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=135&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1164&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
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Changes in Utility-scale Power Supply Options  
From The 2038 Scenario Report: “Technological innovation, improved sales and marketing programs, and 
improvements in customer services will continue to occur at the wholesale and traditional utility-scale level 
of the electric business. Some customers may even prefer to maintain the historically traditional utility 
service and its levels of reliability. Some states and provinces may also prefer this form of service for 
regulatory reasons or local economic and social factors. Additionally, technological innovation may continue 
to lower the cost of utility-scale clean energy supply options such as wind energy, solar power, and new forms 
of energy storage, as well as innovation and cost reductions in conventional technologies such as carbon 
capture and sequestration (CCS) and modular nuclear power generation, allowing them to compete 
effectively with distributed energy resource options. Technological innovation is also likely to enable utility-
scale renewable resources to provide more capabilities in meeting reliability services, and therefore 
additional flexible resource adequacy.” 

The Western Interconnection is seeing a continuation of the movement towards more use of integrated 
storage technologies, and nationally, offshore wind is beginning to make inroads into the generation mix. At 
the same time, utilities are trying to come to grips with the need to change their business models—with 
differing strategies and results— as the transition away from coal continues, and Customer Choice 
Aggregators (CCAs) begin to affect their revenue streams. Issues in the integration of digital technologies may 
delay widespread adoption, slowing hybrid solar + storage installation rates. 

Generation and Storage: Arizona Public Service (APS) will install 850 MW of energy storage by the mid-2020s, 
including 450 MW / 1500 MWh that will come online by 2021 and an additional 400 MW slated for 2025. By 
2021, APS will install 200 MW / 600 MWh of energy storage as retrofits to existing solar facilities, 150 MW / 
300 MWh of standalone batteries and a new 100 MW solar facility paired with a 100 MW / 300 MWh battery 
system. Additionally, the utility will add 400 MW of storage with three- or four-hour durations that will be 
online by 2025.28 

The utility also signed a seven-year power purchase agreement (PPA) for a 463 MW natural gas plant owned 
by Calpine. The short contract will allow the utility to potentially replace power from the plant with clean 
resources in the mid-2020s. Taken together, the new APS storage plans unveiled Thursday amount to one of 
the largest battery storage procurement announcements in US history. Last summer, Pacific Gas and Electric 
said it would seek approval for three storage projects totaling 567.5 MW / 2,270 MWh, the largest single-day 
announcement to that point. The APS statement already outpaces that record in terms of megawatts and 
could eclipse the duration of the California facilities if the utility chooses three- or four-hour batteries for its 
remaining 400 MW of storage. The new APS storage plans appear to show an increasing familiarity and 
confidence with battery technology and the benefits of hybrid systems that pair solar or wind with storage 
(Italics ours). 

Western Interconnection member El Paso Electric (EPE) has identified generation resource additions needed 
by the 2022-2023 summer peak season. The generation mix includes utility-scale solar, battery storage, and 
natural gas. Through initial resource planning studies, EPE determined that it requires additional generating 
capacity of approximately 50 MW by 2022 and 320 MW by 2023 for a total of 370 MW.29 

The winning bids include the expected energy purchase of 200 MW of utility-scale solar resources, 100 MW of 
battery storage and the construction of a 226 MW natural gas combustion turbine generating unit at the 
Company's Newman Power Station in northeast El Paso. The anticipated operational date for the gas turbine 
is 2023 at an expected cost of $143 million. EPE also expects to pursue the purchase of 50 to 150 MW of wind 
and solar generated power to provide for fuel diversity and energy cost savings.  

                                                                    
28 EPS: Arizona Public Service to install 850 MW of storage, 100 MW of solar, Utility Dive and Ars Technica, February 21 

2019 
29 EPS: El Paso Electric Plans to Add Hundreds of MWs of Solar Energy, Battery Storage By 2023, Construction Equipment 

Guide, January 29 2019 

https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=143&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=111&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
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Portland General Electric Company and NextEra Energy Resources, LLC, a subsidiary of NextEra Energy, Inc., 
announced plans to construct a new energy facility in Eastern Oregon combining 300 MW of wind generation 
with 50 MW of solar generation and 30 MW of battery storage. The new project, called the Wheatridge 
Renewable Energy Facility, will be the first of this scale in North America to co-locate and integrate these 
three technologies, “…creating an improved zero-emissions resource and accelerating Oregon's transition to 
clean energy…”  

The new facility, combined with PGE's existing resources, will bring the company's wind generation portfolio 
to a nameplate total of more than 1,000 MW, available from five owned or contracted wind farms in the 
Northwest—enough power to serve the equivalent of 340,000 homes. The solar farm will be one of the largest 
in Oregon, while the battery storage facility will be the largest in Oregon and one of the largest in the United 
States. With the addition of these new renewable resources, PGE expects to meet about 50 percent of its 
customers' power needs with emissions-free generation.30 

New York State Energy Research and Development agency received an overwhelming response to an 800 MW 
request for proposal for offshore wind.  Sixteen responses came in, and the request was oversubscribed. One 
group was a joint venture containing subsidiaries of an oil company, Royal Dutch Shell. This event illustrates 
the evolution of the offshore wind energy industry—which is much more developed in Europe—into the US. 
The development is beyond the small pilot plants from the past and has the support of leaders in a major 
state. The appeal of wind energy to the electric industry is based on its cost competitiveness, improved 
technology, and larger capacity, and since there is a lot of offshore available for this kind of development, this 
may portend a fast developing future for offshore wind energy.31 

Business Model Challenges: The struggle over the future of the power sector is unfolding in the Mountain West 
as the supplier of generation to 43 electric cooperatives resists members' demands for a new resource mix.32 
Tri-State Generation and Transmission (G&T) Association (Colorado) is the latest utility power supplier 
caught in the transformation of power system economics. As 2018 announcements from Xcel Energy Colorado 
and PacifiCorp showed, buying and using new renewables now can cost less than running existing coal 
generation. Leading Tri-State members are demanding their supplier to recognize this new reality. In 
December 2018, United Power (UP) board chair James Vigesaa wrote about "grave concerns" that other Tri-
State members expressed about its power supply. "Uppermost on our list of concerns is cost," the Colorado co-
op's head said. The cost of power from Xcel Energy, which borders UP's service territory, is lower than Tri-
State's by 28.5%. 

Continued declining renewable energy costs are putting pressure on traditional co-op power supplier's 
generation mixes and costs to members.  Members are paying cancellation charges to exit memberships ($37 
million in one case) and sign supply contracts with lower cost renewable power suppliers, e.g., Excel 
Energy, recouping the exit charge quickly while delivering significant rate decreases for their customers (up to 
40% in some cases). 

In San Diego, the community-choice energy movement that has flourished in Northern California is ready to 
take root. In response, regional utility San Diego Gas & Electric (SDG&E) is looking to quit the electricity 
procurement business entirely, and effectively become a poles and wires company—SDG&E says it wants a 
"glide path out of the energy procurement space."33 

In October 2018, Mayor Kevin Faulconer announced that San Diego intended to become the nation’s largest 
city to launch a Community Choice Aggregator (CCA) program. On February 26, 2019, the San Diego City 
Council voted to authorize the city's chief sustainability officer to negotiate a joint powers agreement with 

                                                                    
30 EPS: Portland Gas & Electric Invest in Wind, Solar and Storage Project, PR Newswire via Markets Insider, February 14 

2019 
31 EPS: Offshore Wind Energy Development in U.S. Evolves, Utility Dive, February 15 2019 
32 EPS: Tri-State G&T members unsatisfied as rise of DER upends the G&T model, Utility Dive, January 15 2019 
33 EPS: How SDG&E Plans to Quit the Electricity Procurement Business, GreenTech Media, February 4 2019  

https://assets.documentcloud.org/documents/5346258/2018-Nov-27-Letter-to-Presidents-16-La-Plata.pdf
https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/san-diego-moves-ahead-with-100-clean-energy-community-choice-program
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=118&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=115&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=121&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=132&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
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other jurisdictions to create a CCA. That agreement would come back to the city council in the fall for final 
approval. Already, the cities of Carlsbad, Chula Vista, Del Mar, Encinitas, La Mesa, and Oceanside have 
expressed interest in joining a greater San Diego CCA. 

If San Diego and its neighbors form a CCA, SDG&E would see a substantial share of the electric load it is 
responsible for delivering vanish within a few years. According to SDG&E, San Diego alone uses approximately 
40 percent of the electricity the utility procures.  The utility is looking for an exit strategy.  SDG&E has 
requested lawmakers to introduce “legislation that would allow us to begin planning a glide path out the 
energy procurement space.” SDG&E floated draft legislation to do just that. 

In related California CCA news, Southern California Edison (SCE) is short nearly $1 billion in its power budget, 
and it’s hoping to charge a big chunk of that money to customers leaving for another energy provider. SCE 
estimates it will spend $972 million more than expected on electricity this year, partly because it didn’t have 
access to enough power during a summer heat wave, and was forced to pay sky-high prices on the energy 
market. The investor-owned utility is now asking state officials for permission to raise next year’s electricity 
rates to recoup those costs, as allowed by law.34 

But there's an unusual twist in Edison's request. The utility wants to charge approximately $125 million of the 
shortfall to more than 1 million homes and businesses that will leave Edison over the next few months to join 
Clean Power Alliance, a government-run energy provider that intends to compete with (SCE). Clean Power 
Alliance plans to start providing electricity this February to about 930,000 residential customers of 29 cities, 
including Oxnard, Santa Monica, Simi Valley, Thousand Oaks, and Ventura, as well as unincorporated parts of 
Los Angeles and Ventura counties, and they will be joined by 100,000 nonresidential customers in May 2019. 
The government-run energy agency is one of 19 CCAs now operating in California. 

The requirements to curtail renewables is a continuing issue for ISO’s, and any number of approaches, 
including adding storage, have been proposed.  A new report on Minnesota's renewable energy potential 
challenges what has become a common assumption about energy storage and the curtailment of solar power 
generation. The Solar Potential Analysis (SPA) report found that wind and solar power could serve 70% of 
Minnesota's electrical load in 2050, but "additional capacity coupled with energy curtailment is considerably 
less expensive than, and a viable alternative to, long-term or seasonal storage in a high renewables future." 

The report found that storage is a significant part of a high renewables future because it expands the dispatch 
capabilities of wind and solar assets and can smooth out the intra-hour variability of solar and wind 
generation. But, especially at higher levels of renewable penetration, it is more cost effective to overbuild a 
solar power facility than it is to add enough storage to offset the risk of solar power being curtailed during 
periods of peak output. As the issue of curtailing renewable becomes more widespread, this study shows it may 
be cheaper to overbuild solar and then curtail, than it is to add enough storage to avoid curtailment (Italics 
ours).35 

Technology Integration in Hybrid Power Systems: Utilities are moving to add more solar + storage generation, 
but installers and utilities from Hawaii to New England see significant barriers, citing concerns that demand is 
outpacing manufacturers' ability to deliver batteries and utilities' ability to process interconnections. Recent 
announcements of projects include: 

• Green Mountain Power (GMP) expects to add three projects, totaling 14.4 MW of solar and 6 MW of 
energy storage, to the grid to reduce regional transmission costs. 

• Consumers Energy has completed development of a 500 kW solar-plus-storage project in the Circuit 
West district of Grand Rapids, Michigan, and expects to begin commercial operations within a few 
weeks. 

                                                                    
34 EPS: Southern California Edison wants departing customers to hand over $125 million, Los Angeles Times,  
35 EPS: Minnesota study finds it cheaper to curtail solar than to add storage, Utility Dive, January 22 2019  

https://www.voiceofsandiego.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/01a_Glidepath-from-leg-counsel-8-9-18.pdf
http://cleanpoweralliance.org/about-us/
http://cleanpoweralliance.org/about-us/
http://mnsolarpathways.org/spa/
https://www.consumersenergy.com/news-releases/news-release-details/2019/01/23/consumers-energy-dedicates-first-ever-solar-battery-storage-systems-on-grand-rapids-west-side
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=107&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=123&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
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And larger installations have already been built and announced: See EPS GE supplying first US hybrid 
renewables project. But manufacturing and interconnection barriers threaten to impede growth. 

As a replacement for natural gas peaker plants, solar-plus-storage is already transforming the power sector. 
And it is starting to transform the residential solar business because customers facing new time-based rates 
and new needs for resilience are demanding storage with their solar installations. The big challenge which 
may face installers across the country for some time is complexities in solar-plus-storage 
interconnections. For example, interconnection delays, which can be six to twelve months for a large system, 
are a significant issue in California. At high levels of penetration, storage and smart inverters can support grid 
stability, but the caveat is that interconnection and metering issues are resolved through time-consuming 
regulatory processes. A better solution is for utilities to develop protocols for using digital technologies to 
obtain and verify the system data they need.36 

Implications for Reliability: We continue to see enhanced opportunities in recent developments in the area 
of utility-scale power developments, especially in hybrid renewable + storage systems, to improve electric 
system reliability by providing more flexibility in managing power generation. New technological options and 
approaches to service are increasing power supply and electric service company choices. 

 
  

                                                                    
36 EPS: As solar-plus-storage surges, can smart devices help overcome deployment barriers?, Utility Dive, January 22 and 

29 2019 

https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7b89ACA637-B651-4815-BD86-CC41C9EFBB70%7d&ID=43&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7b89ACA637-B651-4815-BD86-CC41C9EFBB70%7d&ID=43&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
https://www.utilitydive.com/news/is-the-future-finally-here-for-utility-scale-solar-plus-storage/449496/
https://www.utilitydive.com/news/how-solar-owners-post-hurricane-demand-for-batteries-could-impact-utilitie/516806/
https://www.utilitydive.com/news/ferc-order-845-opens-door-a-little-wider-for-energy-storage/521992/
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Changes in State and Federal Electric System Reliability Standards and Regulations 
From The 2038 Scenario Report: “Federal, State, and Provincial agencies directly set rules and standards that 
the power industry must follow to meet electric system reliability. Issues like climate change, cyber-security 
risks, and improved system resilience (in response to damaging climate events or physical attacks) are 
becoming increasingly important as they impact electric system reliability, and will likely lead to increased 
costs for electric power infrastructure. A clear understanding of these developments, and how they may play 
out in the longer term, is important for understanding the evolution of electric reliability. Additionally, as 
increasing amounts of variable generation resources are integrated into the system and relied upon in 
maintaining and assuring bulk electric system reliability, the dynamics of assuring system reliability may 
change in comparison to what is required in traditional utility systems.” 

There were no events during the first quarter of 2019 directed specifically at reliability by either state, 
provincial, or federal action. One new study appeared that dealt with system planning challenges that are 
related to reliability, and is important for the Western Interconnection, and WECC’s planning considerations 
discussed below, and there were events in the Cybersecurity Wild Card occurred which we discussed above in 
the Wild Card section.  

System Planning Challenges: The US utility sector has been focused on cybersecurity for several years now, as 
the industry grasped the full extent of the threat it faces — and how unprepared most companies really were. 
A new draft report from the President's National Infrastructure Advisory Council (NIAC) is tackling a different 
kind of blackout—a catastrophic blackout—and not the short-term outages most utilities plan for. In 
"Surviving a Catastrophic Power Outage," the council examines the United States' ability to respond to and 
recover from an outage "of a magnitude beyond modern experience, exceeding prior events in severity, scale,  
duration, and consequence”.37 

The effort to get up to speed has progressed on several fronts: This year, the US Department of Energy created 
the Office of Cybersecurity, Energy Security, and Emergency Response, and is now funding tens of millions of 
dollars in projects and research. GridEx, a biennial security event hosted by the North American Electric 
Reliability Corporation's Electricity Information Sharing and Analysis Center, draws thousands of participants 
and allows them to run through their cyberattack response protocols. And the Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission (FERC) has been strengthening its Critical Infrastructure Protection (CIP) Reliability Standards to 
respond to more sophisticated threats. 

A recent survey found that almost half of power and utility CEOs think a cyberattack on their company is 
inevitable. While utilities appear to be making peace with their responsibilities and the stakes, most of their 
past scenario planning is focused on short-term outages. For better or worse, say industry officials, utilities 
have gotten pretty good at responding to those. The report concludes that "existing national plans, response 
resources, and coordination strategies would be outmatched by a catastrophic power outage," adding, the 
"profound risk requires a new national focus" (Italics ours). 

Implications for Reliability: In general, we see the thrust of recent developments in Federal and State 
Regulations of electric systems reliability are intended to improve conditions in which reliability risks can be 
addressed and reduced.  
  

                                                                    
37 EPS: US unprepared for 'catastrophic' power outage, presidential advisory report finds, Utility Dive, December 12 2019 

https://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/NIAC%20Catastrophic%20Power%20Outage%20Study_508%20FINAL.pdf
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=108&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
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Evolution of the Impacts of Climate Change and Environmental Issues on Electric Power 
Service 
From The 2038 Scenario Report: “Addressing climate change is a central issue in the evolution of electric power 
supply systems in the US, Canada, and the world. Other environmental issues like air and water quality and 
land use are also important.  Policies set by governmental agencies will influence electric supply and demand 
choices for all customers, and those policies will impact the cost of power. How customers see, and value 
climate and environmental issues will impact future legislation placed on the power industry.” 

There were significant events related to this driver and Scenario 5: Energy, Water, and Climate Change, as well 
as for Scenarios 1-4. Two events describe continued global warming, and one describes China’s continued 
contradictory approaches—domestic vs. worldwide— to coal-fired power and the environment. 

Global Warming: NASA scientists confirmed that the Earth's average surface temperature in 2018 was the 
fourth highest in nearly 140 years of record-keeping and a continuation of an unmistakable warming trend. 
While the Earth was a tad cooler last year than the last couple of years, it still was the fourth warmest on 
record, a new analysis shows. Independent scientists at Berkeley Earth calculate that last year's average 
temperature was 58.93 degrees (14.96 degrees Celsius). That's 1.39 degrees (0.77 degrees Celsius) warmer 
than the average from 1951 to 1980 and about 2.09 degrees (1.16 degrees Celsius) warmer than pre-
industrial times. 

Only 2016, 2017 and 2015 were warmer than last year, with only small differences among them. That was 
mostly because of natural yearly weather variations like El Nino and La Nina. The data means that the five 
warmest years in recorded history have been the last five and that 18 of the 19 warmest years have occurred 
since 2001.38 

As the planet has warmed, the oceans have provided a critical buffer. They have slowed the effects of climate 
change by absorbing 93 percent of the heat trapped by the greenhouse gases humans pump into the 
atmosphere. In January, scientists say the world's oceans are warming far more quickly than previously 
thought, a finding with dire implications for climate change because almost all the excess heat absorbed by 
the planet ends up stored in their waters. 39  

The new analysis, published in the journal Science, found that the oceans are heating up to 40 percent faster 
on average than a United Nations panel estimated five years ago. The researchers also concluded that ocean 
temperatures have broken records for several straight years. 2018 is going to be the warmest year on record 
for the Earth's oceans," said Zeke Hausfather, an energy systems analyst at the independent climate research 
group Berkeley Earth and an author of the study. A detailed discussion of the impact of faster ocean warming 
is in the article referenced below and the analysis linked above.  

China’s Coal Plant Technology Exports: We have reported in the past about the efforts China has made to 
reduce coal-fired power in their own country, while at the same time building coal-fired power plants 
worldwide.40  

China, the world's biggest energy consumer, has been investing heavily in alternative fuels to cut its 
dependence on coal, a major source of smog as well as climate-warming carbon emissions. It has closed down 
aging mines and power plants, intending to cut the fuel's share of total energy consumption from 69 percent 
in 2011 to 58 percent by next year. 41 

And yet China continues to be a key backer for coal-fired power globally, funding more than a quarter of all 
new plants being developed outside its borders even as it clamps down on the coal-fired power technology at 
home: 
                                                                    
38 EPS: High heat but no record: 2018 was 4th warmest year on Earth, Associated press, The New York Times, National 

Geographic, and NASA, January 24 and February 9 2019 
39 EPS: Ocean Warming Is Accelerating Faster Than Thought, The New York Times, January 10 2019 
40 EPS: Despite Pledges, China Continues to Plan and Build Coal Fired Power Plants, The New York Times, July 16 2016 
41 EPS: China firms funding coal plants offshore as domestic curbs bite, Reuters, January 21 2019 

http://berkeleyearth.org/
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2016/09/12/science/earth/ocean-warming-climate-change.html?module=inline
http://science.sciencemag.org/content/363/6423/128.summary
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=124&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=127&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1222&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=122&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
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• China is involved in funding 102 GW of a total of 399 GW of coal-fired generation under construction 

worldwide 
• The total investment amounts to $35.9 billion 
• China banks lag foreign counterparts in coal divestment 

China has long been the primary builder and funder of coal-fired power plants worldwide. The top 
destinations are Bangladesh, Vietnam, South Africa, and Pakistan, and about a quarter of the proposed 
capacity would use technology no longer allowed in China, the report by the Institute for Energy Economics 
and Financial Analysis (IEEFA), a US-based think-tank, said. 

Other Significant Reports: The US42 and the UN43 each published a significant report in the fall of 2018 that is 
important to WECC and the SDS in their scenario planning process. Also, the Winter 2018 Trends Report had 
an extensive section on this driver covering of the many reports and studies issued in the last six months of 
2018. We suggest that readers familiarize themselves with the reports footnoted below as we begin to 
consider Scenario 20-year study cases. 

Implications for Reliability: Due to widespread and varied impacts of potential climate change events, we 
continue to see recent developments in this area presenting significant risks to electric reliability in all four of 
the areas of concern. Climate-related events can destroy and disable power systems, such as the recent 
California wildfires44, so that resource adequacy, operational, infrastructure, and system stability risks can 
emerge. 
  

                                                                    
42 EPS: US Climate Report Warns of Damaged Environment and Shrinking Economy, The Atlantic, November 26 2018 
43 EPS: Climate change impacts worse than expected, global report warns, The UN International Panel on Climate 

Change, October 2018 
44 EPS: PG&E Bankruptcy Raises Big Questions for Utilities, GreenTech Media, January 16 2019 

https://www.wecc.org/Administrative/Trends%20Rpt%20WINTER%202018%20Final_7Jan19.pdf
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=67&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=70&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=2&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
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Evolution of Fuel Markets in the Electric Power Sector 
From The 2038 Scenario Report: “All electric power generation requires a fuel source.  Historically coal, natural 
gas, oil, and nuclear fuel have been dominant (sunlight, wind, and water are not traditionally thought of as 
“fuel” though they serve similar purposes). It is therefore critical to understand the role of fuels in the power 
sector, particularly natural gas, including the transportation infrastructure (including pipelines and storage). 
How and at what levels these fuels will be used as the power system evolves will be central to how electric 
reliability will be met.” 

Natural Gas Prices as Generation Mix Driver: Supply and Future Power of Generation: The Energy Information 
Administration (EIA) agrees with WECC: The future generation mix depends on natural gas prices. The mix of 
fuels used to generate electricity in the United States has changed in response to differences in the relative 
costs of electricity-generating technologies and their fuels, and that trend will continue into the near future. 
EIA’s Annual Energy Outlook 2019 (AEO 2019) shows that projected generation and capacity is significantly 
influenced by natural gas prices.  

In the High Oil and Gas Resource and Technology scenario in the EIA report, a sensitivity case with low natural 
gas prices, natural gas provides 54% of all US electricity generation by the end of the projection period. In the 
Low Oil and Gas Resource and Technology scenario, a corresponding sensitivity case with high natural gas 
prices, the natural gas generation share falls to 21%.45 
 

Figure 6, Natural gas prices and share 
of generation, Source: EIA  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 7, Generation by selected 
fuels, Source EIA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Implications for Reliability: Recent and short-term movement in the evolution of fuel markets in the power 
sector do not present any new emerging risks for any of the categories of electric reliability. In particular, 
domestic natural gas resources serving the power sector continue to be abundant, thus enhancing the ability 
to add resources to address reliability concerns. 

                                                                    
45 EPS: EIA Agrees with WECC: Generation Mix Depends on natural Gas Prices, EIA Energy Today, February 6 2019 

https://www.eia.gov/outlooks/aeo/
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=133&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
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Shifts in the Cost of Capital and Financial Markets 
From The 2038 Scenario Report: “Power industry assets are capital intensive investments and cost a lot of 
money, and often necessitate long-term borrowing and debt. Thus, the cost of capital is an essential 
component in the cost of the electric power supply generation, transmission, and distribution, and can 
influence the choice and use of supply options. Tax incentives and financial structuring of securities can also 
have significant influences on option choices.  As supply options are determined based on costs, there will be 
implications for meeting electric reliability standards based on the energy supply assets financed and built.”46 

Interest Rates: In the US the Federal Reserve is keeping its key interest rate unchanged and signaling that it 
could leave rates alone in coming months given a slowing US economy,  mild inflation, and global economic 
pressures. The Fed also says it's prepared to slow the reduction of its bond holdings if needed to help the 
economy. The central bank said that it would be "patient" about future rate hikes. Its benchmark short-term 
rate will remain in a range of 2.25 percent to 2.5 percent after having been raised four times last year. The 
Fed's key rate influences many loan rates for businesses and consumers, including mortgages.47  

But it’s a different story in Europe, as the European Central Bank (ECB) reacted to a slowing Eurozone and 
global economy. As expected, the ECB announced it was keeping its negative interest rates and beginning a 
third round of its Targeted Longer-Term Refinancing Operations program, which will offer cheap 2-year loans 
to Eurozone banks, linked to lending to businesses and households. It's been clear since January that 
quantitative tightening is not happening this year, but the ECB is the first central bank in the developed world 
to go in reverse. 

Policymakers also slashed growth forecasts for the euro area from 1.7% to 1.1%, which was more aggressive 
than investors had anticipated.  The Bank of Canada left rates on hold and sent a warning that "the slowdown 
in the global economy has been more pronounced" and that its economy may be weaker than anyone 
realized.48 See more on the US, Canada, and the global economy in the following driver section, Economic 
Growth Within the Western Interconnection. 

Implications for Reliability: We see no new emerging issue in capital markets that raises a significant risk to 
electric reliability in any of the key categories. Continued low cost and abundant sources of capital exist for 
the power industry for development with sound credit quality. 
  

                                                                    
46 WECC 2018-2019 Draft Scenarios for Horizon Year 2038  V 0.1, July 25 2018 
47 EPS: Fed puts rate rises on hold as global economy slows, Moultrie Observer and The New York Times, January 30 

2019 
48 EPS: European Central Bank re-ups negative interest rates, Axios, March 9 2019 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/ecb-to-launch-new-stimulus-measures-11551963228?mod=article_inline
https://www.axios.com/central-bank-announcements-end-quantitative-tightening-7d5c862a-73aa-45d5-9114-856236cd9065.html
https://www.bankofcanada.ca/2019/03/fad-press-release-2019-03-06/
https://www.bankofcanada.ca/2019/03/fad-press-release-2019-03-06/
https://www.wecc.org/Reliability/WECC%202018-2019%20Draft%20Scenarios%20for%20Horizon%20Year%202038%20v0.1.docx
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=109&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=156&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
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Economic growth within the Western Interconnection 
From The 2038 Scenario Report: “Economic growth is a prime driver in electricity demand growth and thus the 
need for additional power supplies. Economic growth is determined by a wide range of local, regional, and 
national factors that play out differently in the states and provinces in the Western Interconnection. The 
different forms and levels of economic growth which vary across the Western Interconnection contribute to 
varied energy policy responses (prime examples being different policies in support of renewable energy 
portfolio standards and addressing climate change). In this way, variations in economic growth can impact 
what actions and investments are made to assure and sustain electric reliability in the Western 
Interconnection.” 

The Western Interconnection, 2018 GDP and Unemployment: The US Bureau of Economic Analysis released its 
first estimates for Third Quarter 2018 Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth in February.49 The key takeaway 
is that all states—with the exceptions of New Mexico and Wyoming, which continue to struggle—are above 
the 2.5% mark which indicates a high rate of economic growth. Final unemployment rates by state and 
province for 2018 have been released, and we can compare them to January 2019. Overall, trends are in 
keeping with what we saw in 2017.  

Table 1, GDP and Unemployment rates 

3rd Quarter 2018 GDP 
Highest to Lowest 

 Unemployment rate in % 
December Lowest to Highest 

 State/Province % Growth  State/ Province Dec 2018 Jan 2019 
WA 5.8  ID 2.8 2.8 
AZ 4.3  UT 3.2 3.1 
NV 4.1  CO 3.6 3.7 
ID 3.9  TX 3.7 3.8 
CO 3.8  MT 3.7 3.8 
TX 3.7  OR 4.3 4.3 
CA 3.5  WY 4.1 4.0 
OR 3.5  CA 4.1 4.2 
MT 3.4  WA 4.5 4.5 
UT 3.3  NV 4.4 4.4 
NM 2.0  NM 5.0 5.1 
WY 1.8  BC 4.7 4.7 
AB N/A  AZ 4.8 5.1 
BC N/A  AB 6.4 6.8 

We do not have provincial GDP numbers for Canada as of this writing; we will update the complete table when 
we get the final GDP by state/province 2019 numbers later in 2019. We discuss February’s unemployment 
results for the US and Canada in the sections below—March results were not available, and we will update 
March-June in the next report—and we will update Table 1 when US unemployment by state numbers are 
released in the second quarter. 

As we discuss below, the big theme for this driver in the first quarter of 2019 is the increasing uncertainty in 
the broader economy as rising concerns over slowing growth rates, issues of trade, and credit risks cast a 
short-term shadow. 

                                                                    
49 EPS: Western Interconnection 2018 Third Quarter GDP by State and Province, US Bureau of Economic Analysis (Report), 

February 26 2019 

https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=148&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
http://www.bea.gov/data/gdp/gdp-state
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US Economic Indicators: By some indicators, the US economy is slowing relative to the recent past as issues of 
trade and a slowing global economy begin to affect the US, although economic growth is still averaging above 
the 2008-2009 recession. 

Figure 8, US Unemployment 
Rates, March 2018-February 
2019, Source: Trading 
Economics 

Coming on the heels of other 
news about a sluggish 
economy, the US added only 
20,000 jobs February. It was 
the smallest gain in well over a 
year and came on top of other 
signs that the economy was off 
to a sluggish start in 2019. 
  
Analysts had expected a gain of about 175,000 jobs. Beyond the month's payroll figure, the report offered 
some unambiguously good news, including 3.4 percent year-over-year wage growth, the strongest in a 
decade. Revisions to previous months' estimates added 12,000 jobs, bringing the average gains for December, 
January, and February to 186,000. The official jobless rate fell to 3.8 percent, from 4 percent in January. Most 
analysts noted that it would seem that recent readings on US job creation were a little too good to be true. 
American employers, while still adding to their payrolls, have not been on the significant hiring spree that 
previous reports had suggested. 

So while the mere 20,000 jobs added in February (the lowest number since September 2017) is a big 
disappointment — compared both with what economists had forecast and with recent hiring numbers — it 
can be seen as a corrective to some of the more buoyant possibilities suggested by the same data series in late 
2018 and January 2019.50 

Figure 9, 12 Month Wage Growth 
February 2009-February 2019, 
Source: US Bureau of Labor 
Statistics 

Real average hourly earnings 
for all employees increased 1.9 
percent, seasonally adjusted, 
from February 2018 to 
February 2019. The change in 
average hourly earnings, 
combined with a 0.3-percent 
decrease in the average 
workweek, resulted in a 1.6-
percent increase in average 
weekly earnings over the 12 
months.51 

The American economy slowed at the end of 2018 — and there could be a further slowdown to come. The 
pace slowed from midyear after losing the momentum generated by tax cuts, and the Fed has stopped interest 
rate increases as they acknowledge the slowing economy. GDP— the broadest measure of goods and services 
produced in the United States—grew at a revised 2.2 percent annual rate in the final three months of last year, 
                                                                    
50 EPS: US February Jobs Report: Weakest in Months, The New York Times and the Associated Pres, March 8 and 9 2019 
51 US Bureau of Labor Statistics, The Economics Daily, March 19 2019 

https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=158&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
https://www.bls.gov/opub/ted/2019/real-average-hourly-earnings-up-1-point-9-percent-over-the-year-ending-in-february-2019.htm
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjo0Oe_v6DhAhVfFjQIHdD5Bm4QjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://tradingeconomics.com/united-states/unemployment-rate&psig=AOvVaw0Dlxpnii3ub2LRYrJ6fJHZ&ust=1553713276977143
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the Commerce Department announced on March 28.52 That marks a significant slowdown from the middle of 
the year when a sugar high fueled by tax cuts and government spending increases briefly pushed growth 
above 4 percent.  

Figure 10, US GDP, seasonally 
adjusted 2015-2018, Source: US 
Bureau of Economic Analysis 

This year seems to be starting 
at an even slower pace. Many 
economists expect growth to 
drop below 2 percent in the 
first quarter, in part because of 
the partial government 
shutdown, which began in 
December and extended 
through most of January. 

Keeping the cooling economy in perspective is essential. The fourth-quarter slowdown wasn't as severe as 
many forecasters had feared, and even with the loss of momentum late in the year, 2018 as a whole was 
among the best years of the decade-long recovery from the Great Recession. And most economists do not 
expect a recession this year, putting the current expansion on track to become the longest on record. 53 

A prime indicator of a slowing economy, US factory activity, slowed sharply to a two-year low in December 
amid a plunge in new orders and hiring at factories, suggesting the economy was probably not immune to 
slowing growth in China and Europe.  Tariffs imposed by the Trump administration on steel and aluminum 
imports as well as a range of Chinese goods are hurting manufacturers. Transportation equipment 
manufacturers said, "…customer demand continues to decrease due to concerns about the economy and 
tariffs." 

The Institute for Supply Management (ISM) survey offered a downbeat assessment of the manufacturing 
sector, with almost all components declining last month. Concerns about the economy's health are escalating 
despite the continuing strong labor market. The index, previously known as the Purchasing Manager's index, 
has long been considered a key Early Indicator of the US and global economies. 

The index of national factory activity tumbled 5.2 points to 54.1 last month, the lowest reading since 
November 2016.  The drop was the largest since October 2008, when the economy was in the throes of a 
recession. A reading above 50 in the ISM index indicates an expansion in manufacturing, which accounts for 
about 12 percent of the US economy, and ISM said that demand had "softened." ISM said while consumption 
continued to strengthen, with production and employment still expanding, this was "at much lower levels 
compared to prior periods." The ISM's new orders sub-index plunged 11 points to 51.1 last month, the lowest 
reading since August 2016. The survey's factory employment measure dropped to 56.2 in December from 
58.4 in the prior month.54 

The US Trade Deficit: America’s trade deficit in goods with the rest of the world rose to its highest level in 
history last year as the United States imported a record number of products, including from China, widening 
the deficit to $891.3 billion, delivering a setback to President Trump’s goal of narrowing that gap. In 
December 2018, the overall deficit in goods and services, which includes everything from computers and 
washing machines to tourism and intellectual property, rose 19 percent from the previous month to $59.8 
billion. It was the highest monthly trade deficit since 2008 when the American economy was mired in 

                                                                    
52 Reuters and the US Bureau of Economic Analysis News Release, March 28 2019 
53 EPS: US Economy Cooled as GDP Grew at 2.6% Rate in Fourth Quarter, The New York Times and the US Bureau of 

Economic Analysis (Report), February 28 2019 
54 EPS: U.S. factory activity hits two-year low, casts shadow over economy, Yahoo Finance, January 3 2019 

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-economy-gdp-idUSKCN1R91HN
https://www.bea.gov/news/2019/gross-domestic-product-4th-quarter-and-annual-2018-third-estimate-corporate-profits-4th
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=147&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
http://www.bea.gov/data/gdp/gross-domestic-product
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=129&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
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recession. Several global economic factors explain the widening of the deficit last year. China’s slowdown has 
reduced consumer appetite for American goods, as has slowing growth in Europe. The strength of the dollar 
in global currency markets has made it cheaper for American consumers to buy foreign-made goods, and 
more difficult for foreign customers to purchase American-made ones. 

The increase was driven by some factors outside Mr. Trump's control, like a global economic slowdown and 
the relative strength of the United States dollar, both of which weakened overseas demand for American 
goods. But the widening gap was also exacerbated by Mr. Trump's $1.5 trillion tax cut, which has been largely 
financed by government borrowing, and the trade war he escalated last year. Economists have long warned 
that Mr. Trump's tax cuts would ultimately exacerbate a trade deficit he has vowed to reduce, as Americans, 
flush with extra cash, bought more imported goods. His trade war with Beijing also widened the gap: Stiff 
tariffs on Chinese goods helped slow China's economy, crimping American exports, which declined nearly 50 
percent in December from the same month a year before.55 

Canadian Economic Indicators: Canada generated a second straight month of strong job gains in February with 
the creation of 55,900 net new positions, all of which were full time. The latest jobs report by Statistics 
Canada says the unemployment rate held firm last month at 5.8 percent as more people hunted for work. 

Figure 11, Canada’s 
Unemployment Rate, Source: 
Statistics Canada 

In Alberta, employment was 
virtually unchanged from the 
previous month and on a year-
over-year basis. The number of 
people searching for work 
increased in February, pushing 
the unemployment rate 
up 0.5 percentage points 
to 7.3%. British Columbia at 
4.7% was over one percentage 
point below the national 
average (5.8%).  

The February surge follows a gain of 66,800 positions in January to give Canada its strongest two-month 
stretch of job creation since the spring of 2012 — and its best two-month start to a year since 1981. Year-
over-year average hourly wage growth in February for permanent employees was 2.3 percent, which was up 
from a reading of 1.8 percent for January.  

The report says the addition last month of 67,400 full-time jobs more than offset a loss of 11,600 part-time 
positions. The agency says the number of more desirable employee positions in the private sector climbed by 
31,800 last month, while public sector jobs rose 8,900. The number of self-employed increased by 15,100.56 

Canada's annual GDP growth was 1.8% for 2018, following a 3.0% increase in 2017. Declines were primarily 
offset by higher inventory accumulation, as businesses accumulated $12.5 billion of non-farm inventory 
following investment of $3.5 billion in the previous quarter. The economy-wide stock-to-sales ratio increased 
from 0.825 in the third quarter to 0.840 in the fourth quarter. The slowing of GDP in Canada in the fourth 
quarter mainly reflected a 2.7% drop in investment spending. Exports of goods and services (-0.1%) also 
edged down. 57 Provincial GDP data has not been released as of this EPS - we will update this EPS when we 
have it.  
                                                                    
55 EPS: America’s Trade Deficit in Goods Hits Record $891 Billion, The new York Times, March 6 2019 
56 EPS: Canada adds nearly 56K full-time jobs in February, Global News Canada and Statistics Canada, March 9 2019 
57 EPS: Canada 2018 GDP Growth Slows From 2017, Statistics Canada, March 1 2019 

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/02/22/business/dollar-currency-value.html?module=inline
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/02/22/business/dollar-currency-value.html?module=inline
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/04/business/china-premier-li-keqiang-speech.html?module=inline
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=157&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
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Global Economic Indicators: There are some indicators we have reported on in the recent past, some of which 
are not as transparent as others. These include a worldwide issue of debt loads, and companies servicing 
adjustable rate debt as rates increase as discussed in these EPS: Leveraged lending is US economy's ticking 
time bomb, Global Growth Cools, Leaving Scars of ’08 Unhealed, and Zombie companies, all in the Winter 
Trends Report. The trend of a slowing global economy continued in the first quarter of 2019. 

The outlook for the global economy in 2019 has darkened: "At the beginning of 2018 the global economy was 
firing on all cylinders, but it lost speed during the year, and the ride could get even bumpier in the year 
ahead,” said World Bank Chief Executive Officer Kristalina Georgieva. International trade and investment have 
softened, and trade tensions remain elevated. Several large emerging markets underwent substantial financial 
pressures last year. Against this challenging backdrop, growth in emerging market and developing economies 
is expected to remain flat in 2019. The pickup in those economies that rely heavily on commodity exports is 
likely to be much slower than hoped. Growth in many other economies is anticipated to decelerate. Also, risks 
are growing that growth could be even weaker than expected. 

Advanced-economy central banks will continue to remove the accommodative policies that supported the 
protracted recovery from the global financial crisis ten years ago. Also, simmering trade disputes could 
escalate. Higher debt levels have made some economies, particularly poorer countries, more vulnerable to 
rising global interest rates, shifts in investor sentiment, or exchange rate fluctuations. Also, more frequent 
weather events raise the possibility of large swings in food prices, which could deepen poverty. Because 
equitable growth is essential to alleviating poverty and increasing shared prosperity, emerging market and 
developing country economies need to face this challenging economic climate by taking steps to sustain 
economic momentum, readying themselves for turbulence, and foster long-term growth. Rebuilding budget 
and central bank buffers; nurturing human capital; promoting trade integration; and addressing the 
challenges posed by sometimes large informal sectors, are important ways to do this.58 

The Organization for Economic Co-Operation & Development (OECD) cut forecasts again for the global 
economy in 2019 and 2020, following on from previous downgrades in November 2018, as it warned that 
trade disputes and uncertainty over Brexit would hit world commerce and businesses. The OECD forecast in 
its interim outlook report that the world economy would grow 3.3 percent in 2019 and 3.4 percent in 2020.59 

Those forecasts represented cuts of 0.2 percentage points for 2019 and 0.1 percentage points for 2020, 
compared to the OECD's last set of projections. Some reasons the OCED gave for the downward revision 
included: 

• Substantial policy uncertainty remains in Europe, including over Brexit. A disorderly exit would raise 
the costs for European economies substantially 

• The US-China trade spat and other weak spots, such as signs of a recession in Italy. 
• For Germany, Europe's largest economy, the OECD more than halved its 2019 GDP growth forecast to 

0.7 percent from 1.6 percent previously. It predicted a light recovery to 1.1 percent growth in 2020. 
Germany's export-reliant economy is particularly affected by weaker global demand and rising trade 
barriers. 

• Meanwhile, data earlier this month showed that US personal income had fallen for the first time in 
more than three years in January while consumer spending dropped by the most since 2009 in 
December 2018, putting the world's biggest economy on a relatively weak growth trajectory early in 
the first quarter. 

• China, the world's second-biggest economy, has also faced signs of stuttering growth. China is seeking 
to shore up its slowing economy through billions of dollars in planned tax cuts and infrastructure 
spending, with growth at its weakest in almost 30 years due to softer domestic demand and a trade 
war with the United States.  

                                                                    
58 EPS: Storm Clouds Are Brewing for the Global Economy, The World Bank (Report), January 8 2019 
59 EPS: Global economic growth forecasts cut again by OECD, Reuters, March 6 2019 
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https://www.nytimes.com/2018/12/01/business/global-economy-growth.html
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China is sliding into a manufacturing recession as a wave of bond defaults sweep through the corporate sector, 
signaling yet further trouble for the battered global economy. A northern hemisphere autumn boost by 
Chinese exporters is fading: they have already "front-loaded" shipments to the US to beat a possible jump in 
tariffs by the Trump administration. Nomura bank warned in its 2019 outlook that China is leading much of 
East Asia into a "credit crunch" as global liquidity drains away, with property slumps and outright deflation in 
several countries over the next few months.60  

China faces many challenges as growth slows as corporate defaults are on the rise and bad debt at the 
country's banks is reaching a level not seen in nearly 20 years. Policymakers have long feared that a downturn 
in growth would impact ordinary Chinese people's pockets and lead to social unrest. The downturn seems to 
be coming to pass as China has lowered its target for economic growth this year, blaming in a rare admission 
the slowdown on the impact of the trade war with the US. China’s premier Li Keqiang said the country was 
aiming for economic growth in 2019 in a range of 6-6.5 percent, down from a hard target of 6.5 percent over 
the past two years. The choice to set a range gives Beijing policy flexibility as it steers the economy out of 
years of debt-fueled growth that has also buoyed the international economy.61 

An interesting development occurred in December 2018, too late to be included in the Winter Trends Report. 
Without the US, a landmark 11-nation Pacific Rim trade deal entered into force on Sunday (Dec 30) after years 
of bumpy talks, bringing steep tariff cuts to the first six countries that ratified the pact, including Japan and 
Singapore. The deal replaces the proposed Trans-Pacific Partnership scuttled by the Trump Administration 
withdrawing the US. The trade deal, which was led by Japan to fruition, retains all but 22 of the over 1,000 
provisions in the original TPP that had to be renegotiated after the United States' pullout in January last year 
(2017).62 

Consumers in the region will also stand to gain from the deal known as the Comprehensive and Progressive 
Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP). For example, Japanese retailer Aeon has already cut prices 
of Australian beef at its supermarkets. Its entry into force deals a strong blow to the tide of protectionism. The 
US Wheat Associates has expressed concern of an "imminent collapse" in the lucrative Japan market, with 
American exporters (wheat is a major crop in the western US) losing out to Australian competitors. With the 
CPTPP, tariffs were slashed to zero overnight for some products, while for others they will be gradually 
reduced over a period of up to 20 years. 

Implications for Reliability: At this time, economic indicators in the Western Interconnection are showing a 
stable, though slowing economy, even within an environment of increasing uncertainty, and do not indicate an 
emerging threat to power system reliability. Likewise, global economic indicators do not indicate an emerging 
risk to reliability in the Western Interconnection.  

                                                                    
60 EPS: China faces industrial slump as 'credit crunch' deepens in Asia, Australia Financial News and The Telegraph, 

December 31 and January 2019 
61 EPS: China sets lower GDP target as trade war hits home, The Financial Times, march 4 2019 
62 EPS: Pacific Rim trade deal enters into force with steep tariff cuts for six nations, The Straits Times (Singapore), 

December 30 2018 
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Worldwide developments in the electric power industry  
From The 2038 Scenario Report: “There are tremendous forces of change impacting the electric power industry 
worldwide, and we see an acceleration of these changes driven by technology, policy choices, (e.g., addressing 
climate change), economics, and public demand. Many of those changes may influence or directly impact 
choices and changes in the US and, specifically, in the Western Interconnection power systems.” 

Artificial Intelligence (AI): Google announced that it had made energy produced by wind farms more viable 
using the AI software of its London-based subsidiary DeepMind. By using DeepMind’s machine learning 
algorithms to predict the wind output from the farms Google uses for its green energy initiatives, the company 
says it can now schedule set deliveries of energy output, which are more valuable to the grid than standard, 
non-time-based deliveries. Google and DeepMind want to be able to predict wind output 36 hours in advance. 
"This is important because energy sources that can be scheduled (i.e., can deliver a set amount of electricity at 
a set time) are often more valuable to the grid."63 

The model that DeepMind developed helps wind-farm owners like Google make hourly commitments to the 
regional power grid manager "a full day in advance." DeepMind says that the AI programs it has developed 
over the last year can help bring the "wind output" line even closer to the "expected wind output" line. The 
algorithms developed by DeepMind were trained on historical weather data and a year's worth of wind power 
output recorded by 700 megawatts' worth of wind turbines owned by Google. 

Big Oil and Electric Power: Royal Dutch Shell, one of the world’s biggest oil and gas groups, is aiming to become 
the largest electricity company by the 2030s, as it prepares for a fundamental shift in global energy supplies 
towards lower-carbon sources. We noted in another EPS (Traditional Oil and Gas Companies Buying into EV 
Technology) that traditional oil and gas companies were beginning to place bets on EV's and storage, but Shell 
is the first to speak directly of plans to become a primary electricity generator and trader.  

In an interview, Shell's director of Gas and New Energies, Maarten Wetselaar, said that the group could 
develop a power business, including supplying customers, trading and providing equipment that was the 
same size as its oil or gas operations. He noted that Shell’s expected competitors, the established power 
suppliers, were “useless” because they were shackled to outdated business models. “Many of them are at a 
disadvantage, because they have this enormous legacy position, with coal plants and nuclear plants, but also a 
very centralized philosophy.”64 

Mr. Wetselaar said electricity was changing “from a boring, predictable system to a complex intermittent system, 
which was a really good opportunity for people that are good at energy trading. And we are very good at energy 
trading” (Italics ours). 

Implications for Reliability: Worldwide developments in the power sector continue to suggest that the wide 
range of options for meeting electric reliability will continue to expand. Resource options are abundant. 
Continued technological innovation suggests that operational, infrastructure, and system stability risks will be 
manageable at current or improved levels.  
  

                                                                    
63 EPS: Google and DeepMind are using AI to predict the energy output of wind farms, The Verge and Ars Technica, 

February 26 2019 
64 EPS: Shell aims to become world’s largest electricity company, The Financial Times, March 2 2019 
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SCENARIO TRENDS AND EARLY INDICATORS 

As noted at the beginning of this report, WECC now has a fully functioning EPS system related to the current 
2018-2038 Scenarios. With that, the purpose of this section is to give SDS members a sense of how recent 
developments might reflect on the key potential developments in each scenario. Members should hold in 
mind that the scenarios are intended to be different possible future states and not “good or bad” or 
“opposites,” just different plausible futures that can be considered for learning and analysis. Therefore, the 
following is a high-level review of developments we have captured in the EPS system, and how they might 
resonate with the core ideas contained in each scenario. 

Scenario 1: Open Markets Yet Restricted Customer Choice 

The key elements of Scenario 1, as described in the WECC 2018-2038 Scenario Report are: 
• During the next 20 years, Scenario 1 is a world that experiences intermittent chaos due to social and 

political conflicts, and as a result, regulators in different states and provinces in the Western 
Interconnection pursue uncoordinated energy policies. On the whole, the policies across the region 
do lean toward allowing more choices for energy services for consumers, but in many cases, the 
products and services meet only some consumer expectations and value, and in other cases, the 
benefits do not exceed the costs.  

• State and local regulators, though embracing innovation and change in general, are watchful in 
overseeing the net benefits of proposed new options, and go about it in a variety of ways.  

• In light of variation in energy policies, both energy service providers and consumers in all segments 
are hesitant to take on what may be innovative new options. The benefits of these new offerings must 
prove worthwhile and meet customer values.  

We see this as a very relevant scenario in light of recent developments that put an accent on State regulatory 
power and control over the electric power industries within its boundaries.  

Indications for the core arguments of this scenario are present with individual states setting rules on clean 
energy, regulation around development and use electricity capacity, use of smart/digital technologies, 
ownership, integration of storage technologies, and support of EV expansion. Also, support of this scenario is 
evident in the slow rate of uptake of new energy options (some in pilot programs) by consumers and 
companies as benefits and costs are established.  

We think the following links along with others in this report (and from previous reports) bolster the case for 
the development of this scenario: 

• Study released on the slow uptake of energy technologies 

• New Mexico the most coal-heavy state to pledge 100% carbon-free energy by 2045 

• Alberta vows that renewable energy will make up 30% of power grid by 2030 

• PG&E, SCE, SDG&E pursue subscriptions, TOU rates to drive more California EVs  

• El Paso Electric Plans to Add Hundreds of MWs of Solar Energy, Battery Storage By 2023 

• Industry Stunned as Mexico Cancels Clean Power Auction  
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Scenario 2: Open Markets with High Levels of Customer Choice 

The key elements of Scenario 2, as described in the WECC 2018-2038 Scenario Report, are: 
• Scenario 2 is a world in which attempts are made over 20 years by innovative companies to shift 

electric power services to a more distributed supply structure in which resources are distributed 
closer around the end consumer, and varied new reliability service options are available.  

• The magnitude of the effort and challenges in making a quick transition to a more distributed 
structure, even with innovation, prove to be difficult. While traditional and embedded patterns of 
customer activity are slow to change and constrain the pace of market acceptance in some areas, in 
some states and provinces in the Western Interconnection the transition to a distributed structure is 
moving forward.  

• State, provincial, and local regulations support and facilitate the introduction of new electric energy 
services into the market, but do so carefully to assure that customers incur reliable power at fair 
costs. Federal energy policies play a secondary role to states and provinces provided that power 
supplies are reliable.  

• All customer segments are willing to try new innovative offerings but are careful to fully weigh the 
costs versus the benefits before widespread adoption can occur. Large Commercial and Industrial 
customers and local organized communities and micro-grids find the most beneficial and useful 
applications due to their scale.  

Since we are in the very early years of this scenario, we still think it is relevant and useful for WECC analysis.  

However, we think the cautionary notes in the plausibility of this scenario concerning consumer uptake and 
costs versus benefits of new energy service options, are very present in recent developments captured in the 
EPS submissions. 

Looking across the Western Interconnection (and other regions of the US and the national level), we see 
distinct caution (maybe even hostility) on the part of regulators toward accelerating market opening trends 
that may produce unexpected impacts on historical patterns for meeting electric reliability. 

We think the following links along with others in this report (and from previous reports) bolster the case for 
the development of this scenario: 

• Major power market and grid changes are being driven by consumer choice 

• California Judge Rules Utilities Must Open Bids for Storage Investments 

• New Standard Communication Model Enables Grid Operators to Enhance Performance, Value of 
Distributed Energy Resources 

• Tri-State G&T members unsatisfied as rise of DER upends the G&T model 

• EIA Agrees with WECC: Generation Mix Depends on Natural Gas Prices 

• Southern California Edison wants departing customers to hand over $125 million 
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Scenario 3: Reliability and Cost Policy Driven with Restricted Customer Choice 

The key elements of Scenario 3, as described in the WECC 2018-2038 Scenario Report, are: 
• Scenario 3 is a world in which movement toward a more distributed electric power system is 

forestalled for 20 years due to concerns about assuring reliability, resilience, and control over the 
power system to manage risks and costs.  

• Higher penetrations of rooftop solar PV will increase the risk to reliability and will make reliability 
assurance more difficult, especially regarding disruptive events.  

• Utility-scale investments in power supplies are seen as an effective way to reliably address climate 
change concerns in the electric power industry  

• Consumers in all segments and regulators turn toward incumbent and largely proven systems for 
electric energy services, especially as those providers can address environmental concerns and meet 
customer demands for service options within regulated rate structures.  

In discussion with SDS members during the January meeting, this scenario resonated with many members 
from states in the Western Interconnection with relatively small populations and for which traditional power 
markets have delivered reliable and reasonably cost power.   

In those discussions, SDS members did not know of an accepted industry-wide engineering economic analysis 
that demonstrates that a more highly distributed electric energy system leads to lower costs or enhanced 
reliability under all conditions (especially adverse weather conditions). We think this scenario remains useful 
for WECC analysis and learning. 

We think the following links along with others in this report (and from previous reports) bolster the case for 
the development of this scenario: 

• Pennsylvania crafted nuke subsidy bill after DOE said not to wait for bailout  

• New U.S. power plants expected to be mostly NG combined-cycle and solar PV 

• Wyoming passes coal support bill in spate of Western action to save ailing plants  

• National Survey of Electric Utilities Indicate Market Uncertainty as Leading Issue 

• Industry Stunned as Mexico Cancels Clean Power Auction  

• Minnesota study finds it cheaper to curtail solar than to add storage  

• Utilities Brace for FERC Scrutiny Of Vendor Cybersecurity 

• Arizona Public Service to install 850 MW of storage, 100 MW of solar 

• Portland Gas & Electric Invest in Wind, Solar and Storage Project 
  

https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=163&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=155&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=152&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=145&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=135&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=123&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=120&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=143&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=118&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
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Scenario 4: Reliability and Cost Policy Driven with High Levels of Customer Choice 

The key elements of Scenario 4, as described in the WECC 2018-2038 Scenario Report, are: 
• Scenario 4 is a world in which for 20 years regulatory policy, especially those policies meant to meet 

environmental concerns, exerts significant influence in shaping customer energy service choices. 
Regulatory policies throughout the Western Interconnection create mandates and set standards that 
support choice options that prove technologically feasible and deliver on promised costs and 
environmental benefits.  

• New energy services providers accept the regulatory oversight because it assures cost recovery and 
financial security for their investments.  

• Residential customers adopt energy service options, such as community choice aggregation, as 
supportive regulatory policies make those options safe, reliable and cost competitive.  

• Large commercial and industrial customers adopt new electric supply options and services as those 
choices fit with the operational goals of the companies, and are facilitated by supportive government 
policies.  

During the January SDS meeting, this scenario also resonated with several members, including those from the 
larger states. In particular, the strong regulatory direction in meeting environmental concerns as a major force 
shaping electric industry investment was seen as members discussed activities in their states.  

Large industrial and commercial customers along with residential customers remain active in investing in 
power supply options (mainly solar). We see developments continuing support for WECC analysis of features 
of this scenario. 

We think the following links along with others in this report (and from previous reports) bolster the case for 
the development of this scenario: 

• As solar-plus-storage surges, can smart devices help overcome deployment barriers 

• Colorado adopts rule to include storage in utility planning 

• California Judge Rules Utilities Must Open Bids for Storage Investments 

• New Mexico the most coal-heavy state to pledge 100% carbon-free energy by 2045 

• Alberta vows that renewable energy will make up 30% of power grid by 2030 
  

https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=113&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=106&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=146&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=161&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=151&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
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Scenario 5: Energy-Water-Climate Change 

The key elements of Scenario 5, as described in the introductory pages of the WECC Energy, Water, and 
Climate Change65, are: 

Climate change is generally acknowledged to be occurring with effects across the world and throughout the 
global economy. A majority of climate scientists expect average global temperatures to increase by 2° F to 
11.5° F by 2100 depending on the level of future greenhouse gas emissions, and the outcomes from various 
climate models. Research is ongoing about climate change impacts in many fields beside the electric energy 
industry including agriculture, water resources, land use, and fishing. Listed below are the key areas in which 
climate change is likely to have the most significant impact on the electric power sector and thus electric 
reliability, not only within WECC but nationwide. 

• Rising ambient temperatures are expected to have impacts on the operations of electric generating 
plants and transmission lines. 

• Rising temperatures may contribute to more frequent firestorms in traditional and expanding areas 
of the Western US, raising the risk of damage to transmission lines. 

• Changing patterns of precipitation, droughts, and floods may have impacts on the operating 
conditions of electric generation facilities and in particular the energy production of hydroelectric 
generation. Water availability for cooling thermal power plants and other generation plant 
operations may come under pressure from shortages. 

• Rising temperatures may impact patterns of consumer energy demand and cause shifts in seasonal 
electric demand peaks that vary from the historical patterns used to build electric power 
infrastructure, which may require new investment to meet reliability. 

Research and research results on climate change continue to argue for continued WECC analysis of this 
scenario. As reported in a number of studies over the past two years (see first two EPS below), the US and 
other nations have not taken near the level of effective actions needed to reverse or limit the growth of global 
greenhouse gas emissions. Climate-related events impacting the power industry are widely seen throughout 
the US as we have previously reported from Federal government reports. 

We think the following links along with others in this report (and from previous reports) bolster the case for 
the development of this scenario: 

• New Study: Global Warming’s Worst-Case Projections Look Increasingly Likely 

• Greenhouse gas emissions are accelerating  

• Ocean Warming Is Accelerating Faster Than Thought 

• High heat but no record: 2018 was 4th warmest year on Earth 

• US unprepared for 'catastrophic' power outage, presidential advisory report finds 

• US Climate Report Warns of Damaged Environment and Shrinking Economy 

• Climate change impacts worse than expected, global report warns 
  

                                                                    
65 WECC Energy, Water, and Climate Change Scenario Report, May 5 2015 

https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1493&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=73&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=127&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=124&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=108&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=67&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7B89ACA637%2DB651%2D4815%2DBD86%2DCC41C9EFBB70%7D&ID=70&ContentTypeID=0x0100723A927F419C5D49A20E471A32F3AE89
https://www.wecc.org/Reliability/WECC-Energy-Water-Climate-Change-Scenario-Final.pdf
https://www.wecc.org/Reliability/WECC-Energy-Water-Climate-Change-Scenario-Final.pdf
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SCENARIO MOVEMENT 

As we noted in the last SDS meeting, we believe that in the 2038 Scenarios, given the choices by the SDS for 
the Primary Scenario Drivers and other Key Drivers, states and provinces within the region will not move in 
lockstep towards any particular scenario. Considering the new Scenario Matrix, this would imply that there 
would not be a region-wide “movement” that could be plotted against the new scenario matrix as in the 
Legacy Scenarios. We think that developments and trends within each scenario, noting specific events at the 
state and local levels that fit that scenario is— at least at the beginning these 20 years— more useful to WECC 
and the SDS.  

However, as we stated in the most recent Winter Trends Report, and based on events developing in the 
electric power industry captured in the EPS System we observed over the past three months, EPS events tend 
to support movement in the Western Interconnection as a whole toward scenario 4.  

We can also see developments that argue for Scenario 3 in many states in the Western Interconnection. A key 
element of this assessment is the lack of any significant technological developments or other market-related 
issues that would lead to a quickened uptake of the kinds of energy-related services and products advocated 
most strongly in Scenario 2.  

Figure 12 below shows how members saw the various states and provinces within the scenario matrix during 
the January 2019 meeting. Further input on this will be sought from members during the Spring Meeting. 

Figure 12, State and Provincial Scenario Matrix 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Implications for Reliability: There is nothing we see in recent developments that we think present an 
insurmountable challenge or quantum shift in the ability of WECC entities to meet electric reliability at 
historically high levels. Thus, we think that the conclusions in this area offered in the Year 20 Reliability 
Assessment produced by WECC staff in 2018 remain valid. However, significant difficulties could emerge from 
climate-related events or uncertain high impact cyber-attacks on the US power system. We believe this is well 
understood by WECC members and coverage of this issue is covered in previous Trend Reports.  
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FROM THE ARCHIVES: EPS OF CONTINUING SIGNIFICANCE 

This EPS system originated with the first set of Legacy Scenarios created by WECC and the SDS. Much of the 
data and information gathered there remains relevant in understanding developments in electric energy 
markets and the electric power industry in general. 

In this section, we want to remind and reconnect members to some of that past research that we think will be 
useful and appropriate in understanding developments that shine a light on the current 2018-2038 WECC 
scenarios. 

More Than Smart Study Group Issues DER integration paper covers the details on connecting distributed 
energy resources in both transmission and distributed power systems. The key point is that until the deeper 
technical issues are resolved and some standards emerge that support safety, reliability, and costs, then we 
will begin to see a lot of the customer and supply-side technology anticipated in the WECC 201802018 
Scenario. 

China's Worrying Debt Problem = Credit Downgrade - China's debt problem has reached the point where the 
bad debt problem is so large that the government will have to step in to resolve this issue at some point - but 
that means a sizable increase in government debt, and to date, it has not done so. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1461&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
https://www.wecc.org/SystemAdequacyPlanning/_layouts/15/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7BA675FE69%2D4008%2D4C1C%2DACDF%2DBAE648103A42%7D&ID=1378&ContentTypeID=0x0100728BBD353EAC38499FA7F4990EDE8A54
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